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Welcome to the 128th University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Commencement where we are thrilled to be honoring our graduates. This is an extra special day to recognize and celebrate our graduating students’ academic efforts, extraordinary resilience, and remarkable personal commitment.

This graduating class has risen above the challenges of a persistent pandemic. Yet they succeeded despite those unwelcome and difficult times. Believe me when I say that the class of 2023 will be saluted and celebrated like no other.

In celebrating our graduates, we also look to these outstanding individuals with great expectations. An academic degree brings newfound opportunities and exceptional value to both the recipient and society. Our world has changed and keeps changing. And these graduates’ impact will change the world for the better. Our students, alumni, faculty, and staff are engaged in lifelong learning, research, critical thinking and collaboration with businesses, industries, non-profit organizations, and other educational institutions in the region and across the globe. These soon-to-be alumni have set the bar higher for new levels of cooperation, innovation, and entrepreneurship.

On behalf of the UWM faculty and staff, I congratulate all of today’s graduating students. When combined with those who graduated last December, there are an impressive 5,000+ students who have achieved one of life’s more significant milestones.

To all our guests, I thank you for supporting your adult child, relative, spouse, partner, or friend. And to all our graduates, I offer my best wishes in all your endeavors. We look forward to hearing about your achievements.

Best regards,

Mark A. Mone
Chancellor
THE STORY OF THE UWM SEAL

Official ceremonial activities and actions of the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee nearly always make use of the UWM seal. It can be found on all significant university documents. The key elements of the UWM corporate seal are the university’s logo in the center and the years above the word “Milwaukee.”

The logo was redesigned in 1999 to more distinctly represent the university. Distinguishing elements of the redesigned logo include the different typefaces used for the letters “UW” and “M,” which reflect the diversity inherent at UW-Milwaukee, and the overlapping of the “W” and the “M” to show the connection between the University of Wisconsin System and Milwaukee’s university. The two wavy banners below the letters “UWM” show movement and suggest a continuum of education throughout one’s life. The banners also represent waves and emphasize how Milwaukee and the campus are located near water. The nimbus, appearing behind the logo, symbolizes educational enlightenment.

The three years noted in the corporate seal are 1849, 1885 and 1956.

1849 represents the era that higher education began in this state. Wisconsin became the 30th state in the union on May 29, 1848. Less than two months later, on July 26, the University of Wisconsin was established under provisions in the new state constitution. One of the initial steps to prepare students for university was enrolling young people in preparatory classes. On February 5, 1849, 17 boys arrived for preparatory classes in space borrowed from the Madison Female Academy. This date is referred to in Wisconsin education as Founders Day. Then, in autumn 1850, the first University of Wisconsin freshman class assembled in Madison for first-year instruction as part of a four-year college curriculum.

1885 denotes the beginnings of public higher education in Milwaukee at the Milwaukee State Normal School. The Wisconsin Legislature in 1880 approved expanding higher education by establishing nine normal schools around the state. The first students in Milwaukee were admitted in 1885. In the beginning, curriculum was limited to a two-year teacher-training program. As its educational mission evolved, the school’s name changed. It became the Milwaukee State Teachers College in 1927 and the Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, in 1951.

1956 signals the beginning of the modern era of public higher education in Milwaukee. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, many proposals to expand higher education offerings in Milwaukee were considered. The successful proposal approved in 1955 combined the previously mentioned Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, and the Milwaukee office of the University Extension Center, an auxiliary of the University of Wisconsin in Madison. The new university was considered a part of the University of Wisconsin and classes at the new University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee began in the fall of 1956.
A QUICK HISTORY OF UWM

The name has changed—several times—but the roots of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee go back to 1885 when Wisconsin established the Milwaukee Normal School, a two-year teacher’s college.

Some important dates:

1885  Milwaukee Normal School opens to train teachers in downtown Milwaukee at 18th & Wells
1892  University of Wisconsin offers day and evening classes in Milwaukee
1909  With the completion of a new Milwaukee Normal School building (today’s Mitchell Hall) the campus moves to its present location
1920  The University of Wisconsin Extension Division, formed in 1907, takes over responsibility for UW instruction in Milwaukee
1927  Normal school becomes Milwaukee State Teachers College with 4-year degree
1928  UW Extension opens Milwaukee Center downtown
1951  Milwaukee State Teachers College becomes Wisconsin State College with liberal arts degrees
1956  WSC & UW Milwaukee Extension merge to form UWM
1961  The 8.6-acre Milwaukee-Downer Seminary site, including 3 buildings, is purchased
1963  UWM offers first PhD degree, in mathematics
1964  UWM buys Milwaukee-Downer College buildings, expands campus
1965  UWM purchases the 6.3-acre Milwaukee University School campus
1970  Three residence towers, collectively called Sandburg Halls, open for student housing
1988  UW System designates eight Centers of Excellence at UWM
1995  Division of Outreach and Continuing Education Extension (now the School of Continuing Education) moves to new offices in the downtown Plankinton Building
2000  UWM awards diploma to 125,000th graduate; UWM named among top 102 public doctoral research universities in nation
2001  Governor announces honors academy at UWM
2002  Helene Zelazo Center for the Performing Arts opens. Fourth tower added to Sandburg Residence Halls.
2005  Men’s basketball team advances to Sweet 16 in NCAA Tournament.
2006  $100-million Campaign for UWM announced. Pavilion athletics complex and Kenilworth Square mixed-use student housing facility open. Men’s and women’s basketball teams both advance to NCAA Tournament.
2008  Campaign for UWM is completed more than a year early with $125 million pledged to the university.
2010  2001 Governor announces honors academy at UWM
2002  Helene Zelazo Center for the Performing Arts opens. Fourth tower added to Sandburg Residence Halls.
2005  Men’s basketball team advances to Sweet 16 in NCAA Tournament.
2006  $100 million Campaign for UWM announced. Pavilion athletics complex and Kenilworth Square mixed-use student housing facility open. Men’s and women’s basketball teams both advance to NCAA Tournament.
2008  Campaign for UWM is completed more than a year early with $125 million pledged to the university.
2010  The School of Freshwater Sciences and Zilber School of Public Health become the first new academic schools established at UWM since the 1960s. UWM acquires the former Columbia Hospital campus: 11 acres; seven buildings with more than 800,000 gross square feet of space; and about 900 parking spaces.
2016  UWM is named a top-tier Research 1 (R1) doctoral university by the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education. This honor includes UWM as one of 115 top-tier research universities among the nation’s 4600+ institutions, and only one of two in Wisconsin.
2018  UWM retained top-tier Research 1 (R1) doctoral university by the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education.
2022  For the third consecutive time UWM is named top-tier Research (R1) status and remains one of the top research universities in the nation. UWM is one of only 137 institutions of 3,298 nationwide to receive this ultimate recognition. By the turn of the century, the school had expanded to offer programs in the liberal arts and science as well as education. By the ’30’s, the school, now called Milwaukee State Teachers College, was a national leader in innovative teacher education, with 1,500 students. A student from the 1916-17 academic year, Golda Meir, became prime minister of Israel from 1969-1974.

After World War II, the College was authorized to award four-year bachelor’s degrees and, in 1951 became Wisconsin State College. Five years later it combined with the Milwaukee Extension Center, which had been the local outreach program of the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee. Together, the two institutions became the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, with its focus on academic research, teaching and community service. Since its founding, UWM has expanded its programs so that today its 13 schools and colleges offer 94 undergraduate programs, 67 masters and 37 doctoral degrees.
Chancellor’s Medallion

The medallion for Chancellor Mark Mone was designed and fabricated by Frankie Flood, Associate Professor of Art and Design, after talking with Chancellor Mone about his vision for UWM’s future. With water from Lake Michigan in its center chamber – and spheres representing how student knowledge grows at UW-Milwaukee – the Chancellor’s Medallion is full of symbolism specific to UWM.

The Meaning of Academic Regalia

Academic gowns were worn as early as the 12th century. Their primary purpose then was to protect the wearer against the elements. When accepted styles of dress began to change in the 16th century, those in the legal and medical professions as well as scholars in the universities retained the traditional dress of gowns and hoods. The origin of the cap is unclear.

Styles and colors had no particular meaning until 1895 when an “Intercollegiate Code” established design and color criteria. The bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, the front part has an arc cut away. The gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has velvet down the front with three bars of the same velvet across the sleeves. It may be worn open or closed.

The academic hood is the visual representation of the academic degree. The level of the degree is indicated by the length of the hood and the width of its velvet edging, with the doctoral hood being the largest. The color of the lining of the hood denotes the school conferring the degree, the color of the velvet binding denotes the field of study. The color denoting the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee is gold, dark blue is the color denoting philosophy; therefore, all recipients of the Doctor of Philosophy degree (Ph.D.) at UWM wear hoods lined with gold and trimmed in dark blue velvet.

Other trim colors that you may observe among the masters candidates and the faculty are:

- BLUE VIOLET — Architecture
- WHITE — Art
- BROWN — Art/Dance/Drama
- BEIGE — Business Administration
- LIGHT BLUE — Education
- ORANGE — Engineering/Computer Science
- PEACOCK — Human Resources and Labor Relations
- LEMON — Library & Information Science
- PINK — Music
- APRICOT — Nursing
- SALMON — Public Health
- GOLD — Science
- CITRON — Social Work/Criminal Justice

Honors: The gold cord, worn by some of the bachelor’s degree candidates, identifies those students who have been awarded Commencement Honors for high academic achievement throughout their career at UWM. An asterisk (*) is directly after the names of bachelor’s degree candidates awarded Commencement Honors in this program.

The pewter-colored stole recognizes undergraduate students receiving the Honor’s Degree. This special diploma is awarded in recognition of outstanding academic achievement to students who have completed the requirements of the University Honors College and achieved an overall grade point average of 3.5 or above.

The red, white, and blue cord is being worn by our veterans and military service members.

The black and gold stole worn by some undergraduate students, identifies our McNair Scholars, our future leaders who come from first generation and diverse backgrounds. These students have completed a selective and rigorous research program that prepares them to enter graduate school.
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BLACK COMMENCEMENT ORDER OF CEREMONY

PRELUDE
   UWM Wind Ensemble
   Scott Corley

PROCESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Processional

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
   Samantha Scantlin, vocalist

WELCOME
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
   Kyle Weatherly, Regent
   UW System Board of Regents

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
   Peggy Williams-Smith
   CEO of Visit Milwaukee

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREE
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   Scott Gronert, Interim Provost and Vice Chancellor

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor

RECESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Recessional
PEGGY WILLIAMS-SMITH
CEO and President of VISIT Milwaukee

PEGGY WILLIAMS - Smith is named the 2022 Executive of the Year by the Milwaukee Business Journal. Peggy Williams-Smith is a Milwaukee native and veteran of the hospitality industry who joined VISIT Milwaukee as the company’s first female president and CEO in 2019. Under her direction, the company has launched exciting, dynamic marketing campaigns to increase economic impact to the community and elevate the city’s reputation. Peggy’s focus on strategic partnerships has deepened the company’s local connections while developing a nimble team that is more responsive than ever to changes within the travel and hospitality industries.

This was none more apparent than during the pandemic when VISIT Milwaukee became the go-to source for information for the hospitality industry and the industry’s No. 1 advocate on state and local levels. From gaining recognition in National Geographic magazine as one of the best places in the world for travel in 2023 to securing the 2024 Republican National Convention, Williams-Smith’s strategic leadership has brought economic gains to Milwaukee for years to come. Prior to her work at VISIT Milwaukee, she worked for Marcus Hotels & Resorts for over 22 years and held leadership positions at varying levels throughout the division. Williams-Smith is a proud mentor of other women in business and uses her free time to support numerous charitable causes. She resides in Milwaukee with her husband, Tim Smith, their niece, Jocelyn and their Boston Terrier, Tito Fenway.
MARY ALFRED
Professor and Interim Department Head
College of Education and Human Development
Texas A&M University
College Station, TX

HONORARY DOCTOR OF ADULT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION

MARY V. ALFRED is Professor and Interim Department Head in the College of Education and Human Development at Texas A&M University. Her academic program is Adult Education and Human Resource Development, where she also serves as Executive Director for the Texas Center for the Advancement of Literacy and Learning. Dr. Alfred joined the faculty of Texas A&M University in 2006, and from 2009 to 2017, she served as Associate Dean and later Executive Associate Dean in the College of Education and Human Development. Prior to joining the faculty of Texas A&M University, she served as an Assistant Professor of Adult Education in the Department of Administrative Leadership at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (1999-2004) and Associate Professor of Adult Education and HRD in the Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies at Florida International University (2004-2006). Dr. Alfred’s research interests include international adult education; learning and development among women of the African Diaspora; sociocultural contexts of adult learning; social welfare and economic disparities among low-income and low-literate adults; and issues of diversity, equity, and inclusion in education and the workplace. She has published numerous articles which have appeared in both research and professional publication outlets. Dr. Alfred’s authored/co-authored books and special issue journal publications include:

- Advancing the global agenda for human rights, vulnerable populations, and environmental sustainability:
  adult education as strategic partner
- Black Lives Movement: Implications for anti-racist adult education
- Paradise to regain: Post-Obama insights from women educators of the Black Diaspora.
- Social capital and women’s support systems: Networking, learning, and surviving
- Learning in sociocultural contexts: Implications for adults, community, and workplace education
- Immigrant women of the academy: Negotiating boundaries, crossing borders in higher education
- Immigrant learners in adult, post-secondary, and workplace education

Dr. Alfred started her lifetime career as an educator in the Caribbean Island of St. Lucia, her island home. Upon migrating to the U.S., she took up residence in Texas, and later continued her journey as educator at Central Texas Community College where she served as faculty and program director in the area of workforce education for 18 years. Overall, Dr. Alfred’s academic journey spans over 50 years, starting with elementary and secondary education in St. Lucia, followed by community college and university education in the U.S. She has received many recognitions along the way, notably the Commission of Professors of Adult Education Early Career Award, American Association for Adult and Continuing Education President’s Award for Exceptional and Innovative Leadership in Adult and Continuing Education, the American Association for Continuing Higher Education Marlow Froke Award for Excellence in Professional Writing, and the Cyril O. Houle Scholars in Adult and Continuing Education Award. Dr. Alfred served as President Elect, President, and Immediate Past President of the American Association for Adult and Continuing Education (2019-2021). She was inducted into the International Adult and Continuing Education Hall of Fame in 2016.

Dr. Alfred received her doctoral degree from the University of Texas at Austin.
GOLD CEREMONY HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

PETER FEIGIN  
PRESIDENT  
Milwaukee Bucks and Fiserv Forum  
Milwaukee, WI

HONORARY DOCTOR OF BUSINESS  
Escorted by: Kaushal Chari, Dean  
Sheldon B. Lubar College of Business

Heading into his ninth year as President of the Milwaukee Bucks, and fifth year as President of the world-class Fiserv Forum, Peter Feigin brings more than two decades of dynamic corporate leadership to Milwaukee’s sports and entertainment scene. His talents, hard work and dedication are the driving force behind the transformational vision for not only the Milwaukee Bucks and Fiserv Forum, but for the city of Milwaukee and state of Wisconsin.

Since taking over as president of the team in October of 2014, Peter has completely reimagined, rebuilt and reenergized the team’s business operations, resulting in substantial increases in attendance, ticket revenue, merchandise revenue, partnership sales and TV viewership. He has assembled a top-flight management team and has nurtured a corporate culture marked by accountability, collaboration and fun. The Bucks were named one of Milwaukee’s best places to work in 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019 and Peter’s inspired leadership was recognized with his being named the Milwaukee BizTimes 2015 CEO of the Year and his being named a Milwaukee Business Journal Power Broker in 2018, 2019, and 2020.

Peter’s vision was instrumental in the financing, planning, design and development of Milwaukee’s new 30-acre Deer District, which is anchored by Fiserv Forum, a $524 million, 17,341-seat sports and entertainment venue in downtown Milwaukee that opened on Aug. 26, 2018, as well as the Froedtert & the Medical College of Wisconsin Sports Science Center, the Bucks’ training facility. Continued development of best-in-class real estate developments, including a popular entertainment block with restaurants and bars, an upcoming hotel and apartment building, and two music venues is seamlessly linking Fiserv Forum to existing infrastructure to create a vibrant, urban community. Peter has worked tirelessly to ensure that this historic project contributes to the overall evolution of the city of Milwaukee and state of Wisconsin.

Throughout his time in Milwaukee, Peter has devoted significant energy and effort to working within the Milwaukee community to accomplish important social and economic goals. Beyond spearheading the development and launch of the Milwaukee Bucks Foundation, he serves on the boards of the Boys & Girls Clubs of Greater Milwaukee, the Milwaukee Public Museum, the Milwaukee Public Schools Foundation and City Year Milwaukee, while co-chairing the African American Chamber of Commerce and the COA Parents of the Year. In 2017, Peter served as the chairman of the American Heart and Stroke Association’s annual campaign. Peter also joined the board of CEOs Against Cancer’s Wisconsin chapter.

Peter’s experience cuts across a wide spectrum of business and entertainment corporations, from the NBA to private aviation, and from digital media and motion pictures to theme parks. Prior to joining the Bucks, Peter served as the Chief Marketing and Revenue Officer of Deluxe Entertainment Services Group, a major international entertainment company, where he managed global business units and handled branding and
business development. Prior to joining Deluxe, Peter was the President and Chief Operating Officer of Marquis Jet Partners Inc./NetJets, the world’s leading private aviation company. Peter was integral in Berkshire Hathaway’s NetJets acquisition of Marquis Jet in 2010 and played a central role in the integration of the two companies. After transitioning post-merger to the same responsibilities at NetJets, he led the company to significant revenue growth.

From 1998 to 2004, Peter worked for the New York Knicks in a variety of roles culminating in his position as Vice President of Marketing. Under Peter’s leadership, profits, season subscriptions and suite revenues increased significantly. From 1993 to 1998, he held sales and marketing positions with Six Flags Theme Parks, which was then a Time Warner company.

Peter is a native New Yorker. He and his wife, Natalia, have two children, Alexandra and Thomas. Peter holds a bachelor’s degree from Franklin and Marshall College, from which he also received an honorary doctorate in 2022 and completed the University of Chicago Booth School of Business’ Financial Executive Program.
GOLD COMMENCEMENT ORDER OF CEREMONY

PRELUDE
   UWM Wind Ensemble
   Scott Corley

PROCESSIONAL
   Audience, please remain seated during Recessional.

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
   William Toney, vocalist

WELCOME
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
   Kyle Weatherly, Regent
   UW System Board of Regents

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
   Peggy Williams-Smith
   CEO of Visit Milwaukee

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   Scott Gronert, Interim Provost and Vice Chancellor

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor

RECESSIONAL
   Audience, please remain seated during Recessional.
DOCTORAL DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Mark Harris
Vice Provost for Research and Dean of the Graduate School

ANTHROPOLOGY
Sarah Ann Boncal
Shaheen M Christie
Joshua Immermann Driscoll
Abby L Forster
Tarryl Leon Janik Jr
Alexis Marie Jordan
Sean E McConnel
Emily Ryan Stanton

ARCHITECTURE
Seung Youp Lee

ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE
Ilijana Mastilovic

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Cody Drozd
Heather Lee Leskinen
Sarah Christina Sarich
Hemanth Singuluri
Shashini Uthpala Welmillage

BIOMEDICAL AND HEALTH INFORMATICS
Saleh Ibrahim S Alzugaibi
Ling Tong Sr

CHEMISTRY
Fatoumata Diawara
Alexander Shayne Drena
Michael Joseph Kaul
Victoria Lynn Mandella
Trevor Robert Melkonian
Quintus S Owen
Kamal Prasad Pandey
Steven James Reinhardt

COMMUNICATION
Sierra Renee Kane
Emily Anne Mueller
Danielle C. Romo
Dathan Nathaniel Simpson II
Kristin Elizabeth Wagel
Jaclyn Willenborg

ECONOMICS
Jayati Chakraborty
Siyu Feng
Salome Giorgadze
Satyanshu Kumar
Caglar Onal
Sezen Ozcan Onal

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Zachary Austin Bella
Sara Alexandria Carse
Corey Michael Fritsch
Rachael Anne Koppel
Regina Navejar
Edwin Ramos
Charlotte Maria Shanaver
Vittoria Sipone

ENGINEERING
Ahmad Issam Hamad Abdel Hadi
Fuad Abuzahra
Hadi Akbariaghaghizat
Yong Y Auh
Sachin Davis
Tianyao Ding
Farzaneh Elyasigorji
Behrouz Farahi
David Matthew Frailey
Homa Ghasemi
Muhammad Istiaque Haider
Dahai Han
Zhaoxiang He
continued

ENGINEERING

Xiaowei Hu
Meredith Dentice Johnson
Yonglun Li
Qian Lin
Jie Qu
Abdel Rahman Sameeh Hasan Salem
Javier Dario Sanjuan De Caro
Rounak Siddaiah
Roy E Wittenberg II
Armin Yazdi
Filip Zemajtis
Yunfan Zhang

ENGLISH

Kristin Dd Bailey
Suchismita Banerjee
Elaine Joy Basa
Molly Elizabeth Beckwith
Mollie A Boutil
Peter Joseph Brooks
Scott Michael Bruner
Anthony Raymond Correale
Gitte P Frandsen
Kathryne Angeline Gargano
Joni Kay Hayward Marcum
Korey William Hurni
Danielle Marie Koepke
Casey James O’Ceallaigh
Mohammad Anisur Rahman
Jessica Marie Sellin-Blanc

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCE

Tara Ellen Jenson
Shana Bernice Rogan
Mary L Seaman

EPIDEMIOLOGY

Meng Xiong

FRESHWATER SCIENCES

Eric D Ostovich

GEOGRAPHY

Wei Fan
Amir Masoud Forati
Sarah Ashley Ryniker

GEOSCIENCES

Eduardo Luiz Menozzo Da Rosa

HEALTH SCIENCES

Maysam Ardehali
Mukta Joshi
Erin Marie Lally
Rudi Alexis Marciniak

HISTORY

Kitonga Tumaini Alexander
Nathon Troy Breu
Michael Robert Gonzales

INFORMATION STUDIES

Meghan Lindsey Dowell
Sukwon Lee
Tae Hee Lee
Benjamin Ombati Omwando
Bradley John Wiles

KINESIOLOGY

Kenneth Ernest Ildefonso Jr
Gretchen Anne Paulson
Alexandra Michele Rodriguez
Nathan Robert Tokarek

LINGUISTICS

Doaa Alosaimi
Jacklyn Ryan

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE

Liqian Bao
Mahsa Hosseinabadi
Milad Hour
Youngeui Kim
Zongxi Liu
Narjes Nouri
Xiao Xiao

MATHEMATICS

Daniel Gulbrandsen
Brian Hospital
Jan Kretschmann
Oliver Gerd Meister
Prayagdeep Parija
NURSING
Rachel Elizabeth Barbon
Cynthia Milena Gonzalez
Rebecka J Huggins
Erika Janssen
Aisha Kendrick
Mary Margaret McMahon Bullis
Amy Michelle O’Malley
Kimberly Walker

PHYSICS
Lawrence Joseph Hudy
Ignacio Magana Hernandez
Tek Narsingh Malla
Joel T Nowitzke
Danylo Radevych
Sugato Ray
Netra Prasad Sharma
Alexandra Spaulding
Han Gyeol Suh

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Carisa Lyn Bergner
Taraleigh Davis
Samantha Ann Hagle
Shin Young Park
Jacqueline Rose Sirovina

PROFESSIONAL WRITING AND TRANSLATION AND INTERPRETING STUDIES
Islam M Hindi

PSYCHOLOGY
Danielle Marie Glad
Farah Ibrahim Harb
Lindsey Sue Hieber
Kayla Talia Johnson
Haley Morgan Kolp
Kaitlynne Nicole Leclaire
Paulina S. Lim
Greta Nicole Minor
Elizabeth Ann Parisi
Chandler Jae Zolliecoffer

PUBLIC HEALTH
Immaculate Apchemengich
David Kioko
Lindsay Rebecca Bahn Locklar

SOCIAL WORK
Daria Jeannette Mueller

SOCIOLOGY
Navada Hessler
Vijaya Tamla Rai

URBAN EDUCATION
Jesus Castellon
Elizabeth M Cutter
Sarah Denice Harris
Melissa Mae Manley
Erin E Ohalloran
Jenny Lynn Sagsrillo
Jocelyn Ann Sulsberger
Tanekaya Shantrice Word

URBAN STUDIES
Tathagato Chakraborty
Melissa Holmquist DeNomie
Milika Z Miller
DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Monaliza Seid Abdela
Kayla Marie Atlija
Jennifer M Banholzer
Michelle Rose Beiermeister
Mauricia Johnasha Beverly Dailey
Matthew Carl Brelie
Mac Kenzie Margaret Broeren
Katie Elizabeth Brown
Danielle Lynn Buchs
Annette M Dopp
Paul Dalin Facchiano
Dragana Forcan
Tara Bianca Hohlstein
Vedrana Jovkovic
Bryan Daniel Landrie
Molly Elizabeth Liddell
Carin Marcott
Alexandra Elizabeth Martino
Dawong Sentelle Miller
Jennifer Crystal Montes
Peter Elliott Nicoloff
Polina Yurievna Orlowski
James Taylor Rettig
Samantha Jo Roelse
Caelin Beverly Rountree
Kristin Schiestle
Zeineb Selmane
Kathleen Nicole Slusarczyk
Erica Rae Steen
Taylor Jonell Thomas
Mai Kou Yang
Jj Young

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

Candidates for the degree Doctor of Physical Therapy:

Sita Anajis Agterberg
Mia Amber Anderson
Brandon John Bigelow
Shannon Marie Bodilly
Scott David Brau
David Patrick Carrubba
Demotris Dwayne De Valk Jr
Jennifer Marie Dore
Rosalyn Elaine Gravrok
Tanner Scott Helgeson
Jacob Ryan Jenkin
Amy Adele Jensen
Rebecca Lynn Johnson
Eleanora Karnila
Cassandra Marie Krueger
Francesca Kate Moore
Sarah Christine Nelson
Alejandra Paloma Peralta-Werns
Brandon Michael Puser
Lilly Kay Schwartzberg
Mile Sever
Sadie Mae Tenhagen
Christina Marie Vinopal
Kelsey Jane Wagner

DOCTOR OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Mauly Her Lo
**EDUCATION SPECIALIST**

**GRADUATE SCHOOL**
Mark Harris
*Vice Provost for Research and Dean of the Graduate School*

**EDUCATION SPECIALIST**
**DEGREE IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY**

Betsy Kaye Bille
Samantha Lynn DeLeon
Mackenzie Rae Goebel
Emily Henry
Amelia Margaret Hock
Stephanie Kusuda
Jonathan Leuthner
Emma Scout Marshall
Abigail Ann Meier
Kylie Brianna Moe
Alexandra Elizabeth Ostrem
Milena Mary Pirman
Estefania Quiles
Lorena Rodriguez Gonzalez
Matthew James Rohrer
Sabelle Seabrook
Adam Christopher Sehr
Sedona Marie Sieg
Jacquelyn Katt Verhulst
Hailey Marie Weaver
MASTER’S DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Mark Harris
Vice Provost for Research and Dean of the Graduate School

COORDINATED MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAMS

ARCHITECTURE/URBAN PLANNING
Master of Architecture and Master of Urban Planning
Lisa Byrum Sun

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Master of Business Administration and Master of Science
Pranav Rudrabhatla

CRIMINAL JUSTICE & CRIMINOLOGY/PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Master of Science and Master of Public Administration
Elise Michelle Potvin

CRIMINAL JUSTICE & CRIMINOLOGY/SOCIAL WORK
Master of Science and Master of Social Work
Rachael Meixensperger

HISTORY/LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Arts and Master of Library Information Science
Michael Reno

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE/MUSIC
Master of Library Information Science and Master of Music
Celia Zoe Fleischman
Bernadette Patricia Gonzalez
Georgette Luluquisin Patricio

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE/WOMAN’S STUDIES
Master of Library Information Science and Master of Arts
Kayla Ann Daspit
Bridget Anne Gibley

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION/URBAN PLANNING
Master of Public Administration and Master of Urban Planning
Anna Catherine Christopherson
Christianne Marie Hill

MASTER’S DEGREES

ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP
Master of Science
Shanay Anderson
Peter William Berg
Brianna Marie Boyer
Rebecca Lynn Cram
Kenneth Alexander Dallas
Ashley Rose Ellis
Andrea Noelle Garrity
Samantha May Girard
Kimberly Marie Helgestad
Mireille Michelle Hess
Lane Michael Holschbach
Siibi Isein
Alisa Nicole Jungbliquid
Wansheba Giavonni Lawal
Jamie Lynn Loudbear Wayka
Gwendolyn Rohlen Muehlbauer
Caleigh Diene Peed
Samantha Lea Pietenpol
Cynthia Anne Ripp
Lela Jean Schweitzer
Haley Jane Solberg
Abigail Jenna Stanislawski
Jaclyn M Stoczynyn
Kathryn Elizabeth Traber
Jennifer Macias Vasquez
Krista Michaela Washechek

AFRICAN AND AFRICAN DIASTORA STUDIES
Master of Arts
Jane Nyambura Kariuki
Madina Tidiani Maki Tall

ANTHROPOLOGY
Master of Science
Elizabeth Patricia Sahar Djassemci
Rebekah Joy Gansemer
Joseph Michael Lara
Shelby Nicole Little
Armando Jorge Manresan
Tania Lee Milosavljevic
Paul J Moriarity
Alannah Ray

ARCHITECTURE
Master of Architecture
Master of Science
Gunjan Kaur Badesha
August William Behrens
Rachel Mary Bergelin
Miguel Castro Jr
Vageesha Chauhan
Roe Jing Draus
Connor Every
Carly Breanna Farrell
Master’s Degrees

ART HISTORY
Master of Arts

Rachel Mary Allison
Mary Elizabeth Drabiszczak
Sydney Ann Ion
Rachel Shermock
David William Janson Stock
Valerie Jordan Vespacec
Jingwei Zeng

ART
Master of Fine Arts

Krisann Katherine Rehbein
Hanqi Zhang
Joel Jared Butler
Allison Lynn Calteux
Steffon Dixon
Teddy Dean Lepley III
Barbara Jean Miner
Aleksandra Morozova
Ryan Andrew Send
Jeffrey Scott Townsend

ATHLETIC TRAINING
Master of Science

Jasmine Tyree Bickerstaff
Jared Paul Bonack
Mikayla Louise Fox
Paige Elizabeth Granberg
Ian Patrick Kramer
Brooke Marie Lund

Nala Cymon Mallett
Elisa Rae Millis
Lara Louise Seeby-Halas

ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE
Master of Science

Alexander John Moxon
Ariel Ruben Tickner-Ernst

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science

Anna-Christina Zhi Crisman
Hailey Grace Davis
Parker Munroe Dietry
Kimberly Ann Mayer
Md Shaheduzzaman
Nathaniel David Thorngate-Rein
James Christian Welty
Benjamin Gerald Western

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science

Sulaiman Mohammed S Alshehri
Phillip Nevin Anderson
Anthony Tate Craig III
Noen Mar Nelson
Brandon Michael Schultz
Huda Abdalla Zayed

BIOSTATISTICS
Master of Science

Madeline Hartig

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Master of Business Administration

Jouriace Yves Alain Acakpo
Zachary Michael Allen
Margaret Ruth Altschaefl
Dorian Maurice Anderson
Brendan John Andrews
Baldeep Kaur
Benjamin Caleb Bargero
Bryant Joseph Beard
Collin Michael Benz
Kelly Bodette
Ross Nathan Borenstein
Eric Graham Bridges

Nicholas Ian Cahala
Aaron Anthony Chapman
Bethsaida Colina Luna
Alicia Janneth Dendura
Mugdha Chetan Dharmadhikari
Angela Marie Dorsey
Antonia Elze
Britt Faulkner
Tyler James Gallenberg
Eleni Gaqo
Matthew Thomas Granitz
Kamryn Melissa Hallman
Sarah Noel Heritsch
Ryan Jacob Hoerter
Monique Leifel Irmischer
Md Samiul Islam
Megan Johnson
Lindsay Elizabeth Kazan
Nathan Lee Kuhn
Luke Joseph LaCroix
Joseph Matthew Lanza
Keith Edward Leable
Nicholas Austin Leach
Anouk Silvie Ma Ajong
Stephanie Dunne Macdonald
Samuel Jeffrey Mathews
Aaron McDowell
Sara Asif Memon
Stavroula Mihos
Nathan Charles Miller
Nadha Nastashia Moidu
James Michael Neuburg II
Nicholas James Nimtz
Robert Worthington Odum
Corby Philipp Oleson
Griffin Daniel Oleszczuk
Michael Pasco
Sandeep Patil
Joshua Storm Piotter Rahul
Jenna V Richardson
Denver Noah Roberts
Julia Marie Rossow
Shannon Margaret Roth
Pranav Rudrabhatla
Brady James Schneider
Dikshit Sehgal
Luke Michael Seidel
Kaylie Marie Siegner
Sukhpreet Kaur
Patrick Scott Tomfohrde
Jaye Dawn Two Bears
Anika Stephanie Tylek
Lindsey Marie Viegut
Megan Rose Walstad
continued

**BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION**

Monica Tianyi Wang  
Peter Winarski  
David Allen Wertz  
Heather Louise Zeitler  
Tyler J Zenisek  
Jaime Lynn Zillmer  

**CHEMISTRY**  
*Master of Science*

Nicholas Jacob Britt  
Rebecca Adel Dominguez  
Gabrielle Marie Grimes  

**CINEMATIC ARTS**  
*Master of Fine Arts*

Lucio Tant-Salvador Arellano  
Sarah Elizabeth Ballard  
Magdalena Anna Bermudez  
Samantha Jo Drake  
Samuel Aaron Taffel  
Gillian Marie Waldo  

**COMMUNICATION**  
*Master of Arts*

Noah Matthew Culbreth  
Taylor Elaine Dumsky  
Kathryn Louise Gabryelczyk  
Sawyer Thomas Gilding  
Allyson K Hayden  
Carrie Melissa Jones  
Marissa D Medina  
Onyinyechi Blessing Ogbos  
Kari Jill Pink  
Sharon Marie Woodhouse  

**COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS**  
*Master of Science*

Sara Lynn Beirne  
Rachel Childs Davis  
Sarah Nicole Ferreira  
Abigail Patricia Finnegan  
Marissa Ann Gall  
Alexis Rae Godden  
Alyxandra Elise Hach  

**COMPUTER SCIENCE**  
*Master of Science*

Abhijeet Singh Ahluwalia  
Obara Vasanth Akkasasari  
Baraa Alyusuf  
Akash Sunil Bedi  
Kevin Lyle Brockman  
Saketh Chintala  
Anand Reddy Enjam  
Aparna Gaddam  
Gayathri Gopakumar  
Deepti Gorantla  
Aravind Reddy Guda  
Ashwin Kumar Haregoppa  
Ravishankar  
Venkateswarlu Imadisetty  
Soundarya Jayakumar  
Raghvendra Balswami Jetty  
Srinivasa Hemanth Reddy  
Kalapureddy  
Anuha Kalvakala  
Nivas Reddy Kanmanthareddy  
Dishyan Ram Kattula  
Preeetham Konduri  
Manjari Kundam  
Akhilanand Kundurthi  
Haribharath Mahalingam  
Nicholas Jolley Marn  
Bryan Milettta  
Sri Gayatri Mudimbi  
Raghuvier Naraharissetti  
Vignesh Narasimhan  
Dhruv Arvindbhai Patel  
Valay Ajaykumar Patel  

Shubham Shivajirao Pawar  
Sharath Chander Pugazhenthhi  
Ali Rabiei  
Lakshman Karthik Ramkumar  
Sharan Krishna Sanjeevakumar  
Dharmini Saravanan  
Md Tanzil Shahriz  
Tarique Talat Mehmood Shaikh  
Pragya Shrestha Chansi  
Shubham Pramod Singh  
Aman Solangi  
Srisri Somavarupa  
Amenah Fatimah Syed  
Anisha Tasnaim  
Nishita Vaddem  
Saathvika Yalavarti  

**CRIMINAL JUSTICE**  
*Master of Science*

Amillia Anna Heredia  
Caleigh Ann Krimmer  
Catherine Ann Middleton  
Samuel Lau Waggner  
Katherine Michelle Anke Watson  

**CRIMINAL JUSTICE & CRIMINOLOGY**  
*Master of Science*

Natali Kate Fellows  
Jewel Elizabeth Holsten  
Elizabeth Rose King  
Rachael Meixensperger  
Elise Michelle Potvin  
Camille Marie Suro  
Luke William Tremmel  
Robert Lee Yenerall  

**CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS OF COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND EDUCATION**  
*Master of Science*

Kathleen Ann Champine  
Samantha Gail Re De Forest-Davis  
Kasey Isabelle Erdman  
Dulce Elizabeth Gutierrez  
Susan Margaret Hart  
Alyssa Le‘Erin Moore  
Lena Sydney Scheibengraber  
Rona Kader Wolfe
Master’s Degrees

CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION

Master of Science

Alissa Joy Bequest
James Patrick Dayton
Emma Claire Derber
Amanda Marie Doherty
Rayen Lee Elmergreen
Elisabeth Hass Gapinski
Elizabeth Anne Gevis
Alyssa Gumm
Shuorook Jaber
Brittany Rose Jakobi
Christopher Michael Kactro
Meghan Karen King
Noa V. Levin
Kathy Osiris McGraw
Traci Beth Murphy
Nicole Ashley O’Connor
Malika Shafiq
Amy Lynn Shea
Kailyn Emily Standiford
Margaret Anne Swietlik
Jordan Thomas Thoennes
Nola Ruth Thompson
Jaime Brooke Weigel
Joseph Dallas Westerfield
Elizabeth Marie Zizzo

Master of Science

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Jessika Guadalupe Abdalah
Reginald Oboh Adogamhe
William Davidson Alongi
Madison Michaela Baumgart
Abigail Kristine Benvenuto
Sofia Rose Bieniak
Sarah Elaine Curry
Megan Lynn Duane
Rachel Nicole Greene
Austen Lee Hannah
Kristin Anne Hanson-Corcoran
Lori Hans Huiussusian
Haley Marie Johnson
Meghan Claire Johnson
Alyssa Catherine Kidd
Taylor Jo Knudson
Jeramie-Anne Almarino Kream
Lauren Gail Kuckelman
Jennifer Lynn Kujawski
Sarah Marie Goth Kurtzahn
Paige Elizabeth Leistner
Audrey Lyn Lewis
Marissa Ann Mautner
Melissa Sandie Meyler-Warlow
Emily Colleen Montour
Sabrina Rose Nikula
Marie Ashley Pokorney
Megan Brielle Pokorney
Kristina Nicole Rich
Julianne Victoria Rollefson
Lucas Alan Runingen
Erica Maria Schad
Andrew Schiesl
Natalie Rose Seitz
Ellen Denise Sheskey
Isabellia Marie Szedziewski
Brittany Josephine Wahhab

Master of Science

ENGINEERING

Mothona Mohammad
Abdallah Bawaneh
Ian Aladsair Buck
Ming Jen Chen
Hsiao Man Fan

Master of Science

Omar Faruq
Omar Raed Abdelkarim Habash
Milad Hajipour Manjili
Md Enamul Haque
Gabriel Tal Jacobs
Miguel Angel Jaime
Pushyan Rupen Jhaveri
Ryan Kabir
William Joseph Koebel
Chia Min Lee
Lauren Leslie Lietzke
Mohamed Maache
Vishnu Madhavi Meka
Michael Robert Moen Jr
Sydney Rose Morgan
Avishkha Reddy Nalla
Bindu Swetha Nekkanti
Calvin Nyambane Nyarangi
Vijaya Vignesh Rangarajan
Skyler Landin Schwartz
Curtis Thomas Sheahan
Davan Jordan Siegfried-Schlosser
Sahebeh Tamaddonimoghaddam
James Gerald Tobin
Gregory Vieira
Trevor Marcus Wenzel
Hui Ju Yang

ENGLISH

Master of Arts

Elinor Sophia Ellenbecker
Soren Jeffrey Miller
Greta Catherine Minnema
Emily Claire Stoll
Shuara Rajabali Vohra

EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION

Master of Science

Derek Daniel Anderkay
Sofia Marie Gonzalez
Rebecca Ann Guenther
Noah Aaron Wolfe

FRESHWATER SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY

Master of Science

Emma Karen Brockley
Kiara McFarland Caldwell
Patrick Michael Gilvary
Tyler Alexander Kunze
continued

**FRESHWATER SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY**

Ryan Allan John Roekle
Zahra Saeed
William Joseph Sullivan

**GEOGRAPHY**

*Master of Science*

Paul Lee
Colin James Pitman
Elliott DeGuilme

**GEOSCIENCES**

*Master of Science*

Adam Scott Chumley
Leah Elizabeth Dechant
Miles Allan Harbury

**HEALTH CARE**

**INFOMATICS**

*Master of Science*

Lyla Odeh Abdallah
Amal Nedal Assad
Kranti Prasad Balaga
Abha Bhalerao
Shivani Bontapalli
Sai Lakshmi Niharika Chappidi
Shravani Dondla
Oluwafolayemi Ololade Doyeni
Vishal Kumar Gandham
Gopal Rao Golla
Justin Jose John
Bhargavi Killi
Nyein Chan Ko Ko
Akhil Konda
Nikhil Kumar Kyamaji
Sandeep Reddy Madireddy
Hailie Rebekah Migdal
Ujwala Muppirisetty
Sushma Patnaik
Jyothirmayee Thummala

**HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION**

*Master of Healthcare Administration*

Nazia Akhter
Taylor William Heiden
Baylee Aleese Holt
Braxton Cantrell Howard
Jo Ann Leal
David Alan Saye
Gia Rosesther Schultz
Renu Kothai Venkatesh

**HISTORY**

*Master of Arts*

Ni Made Frischa Aswarini
Zachary Forrest Dickhut
Marissa Mary Gavin
Oscar Harding
Nicholas York Lee
Michael Reno
Jonathon Frederick Stuever

**HUMAN RESOURCES & LABOR RELATIONS**

*Master of Human Resources & Labor Relations*

Amal Ismail Afifa
Erica Mireida Herrera
Robert Anton Knier
Jeung Lee
Carmen Kay McKellips
Kaitlyn Michele
Riemenschneider
Vanessa Selene Rooyakers
Clare Sather Stratton
Sarah Jean Street
Blake C Wieting

**INFORMATION SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY**

*Master of Science*

Miguel Arthur Alcorta
Gunnar Lee Denhart
John Gerald Fitzgibbons
Mileva Gajic
Manish Gurung
Amandeep Kaur
Maria Angelica Manansala
Narrara Melo Moura
Ross Jordan Rondeau
Cevin Stevenson

**INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT**

*Master of Science*

Vamsidhar Reddy Bhavanam
Lokesh Kumar Chunchu
Aaron Amos Cochran
Gautham Reddy Devireddy
Venkata Varun Kumar Gaddipati
Madeline Louise Henry
Mansi Jain
Sujitha Jinka
Surekha Kandula
Aparna Kannan
Joseph Jerald Kornkven
Devanshi Pachouti Lakhiwal
Maruthi Manoharreddy Lankireddy
Nicole Marie Larson
Sai Pavan Machineni
Jaswanth Neppalli
Sushmitha Pola
Pavan Kumar Reddy Ramaswamula
Jose L Rivera
Pranav Rudrabhatla
Krishna Rajendra Somani
Michael William Vasarella
Bhagyai Sri Virigineni
Matthew Thomas Waldoch
Nicholas Jacob Wishart
Naveen Kumar Yanamandala
Xinqiang Zhu

**KINESIOLOGY**

*Master of Science*

Rachel Ann Crom
Agata Jurczak
Elizabeth Marie Menden
Carter Michael Schmitz

**LANGUAGE, LITERATURE & TRANSLATION**

*Master of Arts*

Ruth Olayemi Adeniyi
Ashley Marie De La Paz
LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Library and Information Science
Kathryn Jean Abernethy
Katarina Rose Menze Ampian
Riley Rae Bartsch
Jocelyn Marie Bayer
Kasandra Cosette Brellenthin
Lori Ann Burt
Valerie Elaine Casanova
Elizabeth Anne Considine
Kathryn Marie Essermann
Michael James Prinzing
Isabella Grace Passamani
William James Peterson
Robert Lee Pomerenke
Olivia Hanley Reis
Brandon Tyler Rice
Alaina Lucille Rosenthal
Richa Sandeep Sharma
Livia Sun Shi
Eric Ryan Shields
Mason David Skaja
Garrett Scott Smith
Lauren Claudia Spaulding
Samuel Calvin Wahlen
Ethan Michael Winter
Linh Zawacki

MATHEMATICS
Master of Science
James Gyan Asenso
Emmanuel Awtote
Randolph William Cole
Andrews Fantevi
Jonathan Paul Feigert
Fabian Hermann Josef Fuchs
Paula Kathrin Viktoria Jaki
Michel Stanislas Korfhage
Anna Lena Kubillus
Katelyn Nicole Mongerson
John Olaf Museus
Ashley Marie Scherf
Philip Chandler Schmidt
Matthew Stahl
Joseph Robert Szydluk
Julia Ann VandenLangenberg

MUSIC
Master of Music
Vicki Lynn Beck
Samantha Anneliese Mei-Sing Carr
Rachel Russell Childress
Sarah Elizabeth Dombrowsky
Catherine Joan Dyer
Eliana Firmani Alcocer
Celia Zoe Fleischman
continued

MUSIC
Bernadette Patricia Gonzalez
Lawton Gregory Hall
Samu Juhani Jarvela
Lucas Gerald Krogmann
Lauren Elizabeth Lafond
Youngham Lee
Emma Jeanne Lundquist
Alexander Paul Malin
Ricardo Elijah Martinez
Nhouyvanisvong
Georgette Luluquisin Patricio
Pheeraroj Phupaibul
Gavin Daniel Roberts
Ramiro Rubio
Samanth Nicole Scantlin
Adam Marc Taylor
Aidan Nathaniel Wiley Lippke
Hung Pok Wong

NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP
Master of Science
Monique Oralia Alcantar
Bridget Kathleen Gaughan
Consuelo Vanessa Holmes
Margo Susanne Kirchner

NURSING
Master of Science
Ali Raza Akbar
Scott Michael Anderson
Emily Wynona Boyd
Brianna Lynn Ellingsberg
Shannon Nicole Flannery
Kirstie Amanda Gehrke
Chase Michael Graff
Manasa Hari
Laura Marie Kashou
Pia Khiani
Kristin Nicole Klopp
Emily Nicole Lubsey
Sofia Beatriz Sandoval
Hufsa Shereen

PHILOSOPHY
Master of Arts
Steven Alvarez
Aidyn Catherine Cooper
Marcia Andrea Gonzales Llanos
Clyde Ulysses Lemoine
Juan Ignacio Murillo Vargas
Julia Claire Pelletier
Dan Christian Vulpe
Linhmao Zheng

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Master of Arts
Kaan Aksoy
Aleksander Paul Henson
Jaclyn Wright Jecha
Alexandra McCulloch
Michael McCarthy Veh
Gina Nicole Vlach
Senjuti Yesmin

PSYCHOLOGY
Master of Science
Gustavo Dalto Barroso Machado
Kevin Estuardo Berridge
Kana Kimura
Brendan Russell Natwora
Jonathan Isaiah Santiago

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Master of Public Administration
Joshua Michael Allain
Moses Kondok Bol
Joshua L Butz
Danielle Marie Gale
Jason Charles Haas
Samuel Elliott Liebert
Carly Elizabeth Persson

PUBLIC HEALTH
Master of Public Health
Maricruz Almanza
Madeline Marie Atwell
Rachel Anne Castillo
Brianna Jean DeNamur
Melanie Marie Graham
Nicole Marie Heling
Zen Forest Johnston

SOCIAL WORK
Master of Social Work
Jenna Rae Acker
Najee Ahmad
Vanessa Anciani
Nicole Ann Archer
Andrea Bailey
Emma Kay Biller
Emily Burrows
Shelley Carr-McKnight
Kayla Ann Casper
Melissa Sue Chancellor
Alexis Cheatham
Kyra Marie Conners
Jessica Lynn Cottam
Samuel Xavier Coulson
Alyssa Marie D’Angelo
Emalea Kaylin Diehl
Tanya Lynette Edwards
Mikaila Emerson Egle
Michele Charlene Engelkens
Samantha Lee Everson
Luisa Maria Flores
Grace Kathryn Gengler
Cheyenne Evelyn Gilbert
Kimberly Elizabeth Grafenauer
Eric Michael Gross
Natalie Ruth Guido
Adam Gustave Hanke
Cheri Dominique Hegwood
Guiviny Hernandez
McKayla Ann Hoefert

Rohan Katti
Andrea Dallas Hooverson
Ruth Iradukunda
James J Jones
Kimberly Patricia Jungers
Veronika Ann Kunath
Michael Levandoski
Emma Lynn Lewis
Kirstin Marie McCormick
Megan N McDermott
Cieanna McGowan
Connor Joseph McIlwee
Rachael Meixensperger
Madalyn Kaye Melbye
Eric Jerome Moody
Joseph Michael Moreno
Nestic Nicole Morris
Stephen Andrew Moskop
Thomas Randall Nass
Rachael Marie Obst
Emily Katherine Oldenburg
Quantavia V Pierce
Elizabeth Concepcion Rivera
Jocelyn Kyndel Rogers
Haley Marie Rohr
Jessica Lynn Schiller
Camrie Ann Schmitz
Lauren Marie Sennott
Autumn Sky Sparks
Emily Paige Steive
Lexi Ann Thiede
Darcy Lynn Thompson
Kanazia Chanel Thompson
Summer Ann Thornton
Sara Leigh Tikalsky
Erin Grace Vandenbosch
Karina Marie Weltcheff
Jessica Jade Whorrall
Zoe Nicole Whorrall
John William Widish
Susell Barbara Zarza-Oneill

**SUSTAINABLE PEACEBUILDING**

*Master of Sustainable Peacebuilding*

Olamilekan Felix Awoniyi
Claire Marie Duening
Jeydelyn A Martinez
Everlyne Anyango Okech
Tinuola Omolola Oladebo
Anna-Marie Opgenorth
Samuel John Orlowski
Clarisse Paule Sanon
Katherine Jean Schmidt
Edward Alan Syth
Alyssa Marie Wastradowski
Jolynn Susan Woehrer

Jennifer Shana Tasse
Amber Mariel Yan

**URBAN STUDIES**

*Master of Science*

Madeline O’dea Fruehe
Alexis Leigh Nehmer
Nateya Letrese Taylor

**WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES**

*Master of Arts*

Samantha Ann Moore

**TEACHING OF ENGLISH TO SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES AND APPLIED LINGUISTICS**

*Master of Arts*

Michael Patrick Maguire
Patrice Renee Vnuk
Bielasan Tareq Ibrahim Zaina

**TRANSLATION AND INTERPRETING STUDIES**

*Master of Arts*

Erica Elizabeth Davis
Jaymee Ann Dhein

**URBAN DESIGN**

*Master of Urban Design*

Gizem Demirkol Cakal

**URBAN PLANNING**

*Master of Urban Planning*

Annika Brooke Carlson
Anna Catherine Christopherson
Nicolas Frances D’Amato
Larissa Kathryn Gladding
Louis Theodore Glotfelty
William Francis Henning
Christianne Marie Hill
Natalie Rae Marshall
Morgan Gabrielle Shapiro
Lisa Byrum Sun
Sydney Joy Swift

**SOCIOLOGY**

*Master of Arts*

Elizabeth Grace Deiters
Victoria Lauren Isaac
Samantha Mary Schroeder

**SPANISH**

*Master of Arts*

Ignacio Echeverria Perez Fonseca
Emily Ann Quesada Glanz
Torianna Elizabeth Serchen

29
Bachelor’s Degrees

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & URBAN PLANNING
Interim Dean Mo Zell
Bachelor of Science

Nicholas John Ahl
Devon Michael Boyer*
Armando Daniel Chavez Jr
Marco Romero Cordero
Isabella Nicole Cosentino
Adam Frederick Crapser
Allison Elisse Ritchie
David Espinoza
Elyana Rogenski
Jacob Michael Rohan
Mackenzie Kathern Rose*
Madison Leigh Sabel
Rebecca Marie Schneider
Megan Rochelle Schulte
Colin Kevin Schumacher
Jessica Beth Sealock*
Aidan Liam Shank*
Alexander Eric Sowa
Riley Brynn Steckert*
Brynn Veda Tackett*
Salvador Tello Xochitecatl
Sadie Elisabeth Thorson
Samantha M Vang
Luke Robert Wheatley*
Samuel Abraham Wittman

*Awarded Commencement Honors

Christopher Morgan Bravata*
Tyler C Brumm
Michael Zachary Bykowski
Bianca Marisela Camiro*
Victor Daniel Cardenas
Madeline Joyce Cawkins*
Benjamin Connor Chapin*
Kiera Mackenzie Collin
Chandler Anthony Cox
Tori Marie Dahl*
Kathryn D’Amato*
Matthew Michael DeHart*
Karissa Grace Demotto*
Sarah Joy Dockter
Kelly Lynn Dolgner*
William Raymond Drea
Clare Christina Drefcinski*
Kiley Elizabeth Dufek*
Mackenzie Ann Edwards*
Emma Elizabeth Erickson*
Jarod Christopher Ernst
Aaron Andrew Falk*
Leydi Diana Fernandez-Chavez
Shayla May Finley*
Monique Patricia Foster*
Jonathan George Frank*
Abigail Anne Friedenberg*
Eleazar Gallegos*
Bradley Simpson Gessler
Raegan Marie Glaser
Tyler Hayden Glor*
Chance Rhys Gordon*
Cecilia C Gottschalk
Alexxis Diane Gray
Eleana Gray*
Johnathan James Grell
Claire Wanling Hanel
Elizabeth Joyce Hankins*
Irena Rose DeZayas Haugh
Michael Paul Heck
Charles Scott Heinzelman
Matthew Francis Hess
Clark Hudec
Hope Elizabeth Jackson*
Mitchell Allan Jakubowski*
Zachary Paul Just
Jack G Kannenberg*
Sophia Miyako Keay*

PECK SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Interim Dean Kevin Hartman
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Fine Arts

Tyler Ryan Aeschlimann*
Reiam Abdulmooin A Al Abdulhai*
Abigail Marie Ambrose*
Ahmad Hasan Sayah Assabbagh
Ryanne Marie Barker
Chelsea Salena Barlow
Deajah Simone Barney
Joshua Matthew Bausch*
Allison Marie Becker*
Elena Behnke*
Catherine Elizabeth Bigari
Hannaham Essence Bilal
Claire Edna Bjorgo*
Ashley Elizabeth Bohne*
Candice Lynne Booker
Alyssa Michelle Born*
Julia Audrey Bradfish*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Abigail Nicole Kelln*  
Tyrone Lee King  
Matthew Alan Knepper*  
Isabella Knutsen*  
Dontay Littrell Konkel*  
Anthony Robert Kopczynski  
Kendra Yvonne Krouth*  
Ryan Gary Kummer*  
Peyton Emilie Lange*  
Lora Rae Langowski*  
Griffin Nemacheck Larson  
Fiona Catherine Lawton*  
Jack Michael Lehtinen*  
Jackson Bennett Libowsky  
Callahan Michael Lieungh  
Envyi Kimlyria Dominique Lindsey  
Jack Robert Linzmeyer*  
Madelyn Rae Llorca*  
Zoe Jayne Lufman  
Katelyn Reid Madecky  
Thuya Manikut-Davis*  
Grace Elizabeth Mannenbach*  
Allyson Elisabeth Manthy*  
Alexander James Martinich*  
Miles Lawrence Mathias  
Christina Lynne McDermott*  
Amber Rose McNeill*  
Alyssa Ann Messer  
Max Christopher Michalski*  
Michael Joseph Mitchell*  
Victoria Mora*  
Seve Michael-Erward Morse*  
SueAnne Moua  
Kahlen Lewis Mudge  
Gabriel Kazuhiro Mueller  
Katelyn Renee Mundorf*  
Gleb Murashka  
Grace Delilah Noe*  
Hodna Bentali Gharsallah  
Nurnberg*  
Sean Thomas O’Loughlin  
Megan Elise Olsen  
Miranda Rose Parker*  
Hannah Guadalupe Perez*  
Brandon Ray Pierce  
Benjamin Kaiser Piette  
Jerzy Kristian Popp*  
Shun Lamone Powell Jr  
Bailey Preston*  
Maya Elizabeth Morgan Quintero*  
Alexander Ryan Renier*  

Justin Nicholas Roberts  
Kalista Quinn Roling*  
Jacob Benjamin Rosenberg*  
Ian Richard Rubasch*  
Daniel Richard Rusch*  
Logan Matthew Sandberg  
Maria Concetta Sanfilippo  
Mackenzie Marianna Savin*  
Noah Taylor Schilling  
Joseph Henry Schmidt*  
Nicholas Gerald Schwichtenberg*  
Bradley Michael Sebruch*  
Ashley Nicole Seils  
Haneul Seo*  
Sophia Avila Serrano*  
Abigail Nicole Seyer  
Eric Anthony Simon  
Maria Michelle Smits*  
Samantha Mary Steffen*  
Quinn Cilik Stephens*  
Zoey Nicole Stiltjes*  
Gordon Louis Stuvland  
Nicholas Andrew Tenaglia*  
Brayden Anthony Tetzlaff*  
Connor Thissen*  
Benjamin Paul Tilley  
William Terrance Toney  
Ian Michael Toyne*  
Sophia Ruth Van Horne*  
Grant Allan VanLanduyt  
Gabrielle Kathleen Vitrano*  
Maxwell Hayden Volk*  
Brittany Marie Waite*  
Kaley Richelle Waters*  
Blair Patrick Weber*  
Janey Marie Weber  
Helena Elizabeth Wedel  
Emily Joanne Weix*  
Madison Marie Westreich  
Ruby Elizabeth Wilson  
Shayenne Wilson  
Natalie Caridad Winkelmann  
Faith Lynn Wrycha*  
Tou Xiong  
Tou Hmone Yang  
Troy U Yilmaz*  
Isabella Harper Zeimet*  
Isaac Marshall Ziegler  

SHELDON B. LUBAR  
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS  
Dean Kaushal Chari  
Bachelor of Business Administration  

Munira Ahmed Abdulahi  
Joseph Michael Ackeert*  
Kiya Adam  
Abigail Lynn Aiken*  
Walaabdulaziz Hamed Al Ajmi*  
Ali Yousef Al Qanber  
Jameelah Mustafa Albadawi*  
Mohamed Numaynan N Albishry  
Mohammed Abdulraouf S Alfaikhr  
Kailey Rose Alsbury  
Alexander Michael Andersen  
Devin Daniel Anderson*  
Samantha Lynn Andrews*  
Nickolas Steven Apollon*  
Tomas Roberto Artiles  
Dakota Allan Ashe  
Cassidy Askin*  
Rowan Hakam Assad  
Abraham Loai Atari*  
Elena Aviles  
Emily Rose Bagin*  
Joshua Wade Baker  
Thomas Douglas Baker  
Jelena Banovic  
Collin V Baspall  
Nicholas Joseph Battaglia  
Claudia Marie Baumann  
Robert James Behl*  
Alisha Jean Bellshehumeur  
Payton Ann Berg  
Gabriella Grace Bestul*  
Elaine Meredith Bieschke  
William Brandt Blaylock  
Jacob James Bohelke  
Janelle Ann Boehm*  
Emma Christine Bonack  
Taylor Dean Bondar  
Gabriella Paige Bouback  
Sarah Ann Bowers  
Samantha Lee Brandt  
George Irving Brooks  
John Nolin Brotherhood  
Daniel Thomas Browne*  
Robert Lee Buckingham  
Brock Allen Budd  
Reiss Kathryn Buettner*  

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

SHELDON B. LUBAR
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Bailey J Buhr
Anscale Marie Bunch
Leilani Gisele Caban
Michael David Calzaretta
Steven Alexander Camacho*
Angelo Martin Camalieri*
Myesha Captain
Thomas John Casper*
Eduardo Angel Castillo Hernandez
Juan R Castro Luna
Alec James Catarozoli
Nicholas Donald Cervac*
Cristal Chavez
Nicholas John Chiappa*
Juli Van Chin
Hannah Isabelle Chuzhoy
Hugo Scott Cimbalnik
Kaden Matthew Clark*
Shem Michael Clayborn Jr*
Marcus Miles Cline
Ryan Robert Conrad
Samuel James Conrad*
Christopher Cook*
Barbara Christina Cooper*
Hannah Jacqueline Curty*
John D Dankwardt*
Kasper Ove Davidsson
Bobby Isaiah Davis Jr*
Raymundo Luis De Los Santos
Noah Michael DeGroot*
Gabriel Adrian Delgado Mizeles
Max Joseph Demario*
Dean Alan DeVo
Olivia Ann DeVries*
Justin Joseph Disterhaft
Claire Kristine Dobovsky
Zackery Dolney
Evans Mitchell Donlon
Jordan Doro
Danielle Douville*
Jayson Patrick Doyle
Joseph Robert Dreibosn*
William Francis Ducett*
Akash Dinesh Dudhat
Natalia Suzanne Dudley
Cody Alan Dyer
Claire Philbrook Eade*
Ellis James Eberhardt*
Joel Victor Efanga
Jenna Bea Egnarski
Carson John Ejzak*
Myla Asha Elahi
Connor David Ellis
Matthew James Erickson
Paola Espadas
Francisco Ignacio Euenin Campos*
Benjamin Scott Ewig*
Zayne Alexander Fani
Manar Farooq Farhan
Alyssa Lilly Fehrmann*
Joseph Fernandez
Trace Robert Ferreira*
Andrew Fischer*
Francesca Marie Fischer*
Liam Nicholas Fish
Beau William Fleischmann*
Kyle Richard Flynn
Dawson Jay Fox
Adriana Francois*
Tyler William Fredrick
Justin Fredrickson
William Alexander Frick*
Andrew Neubauer Fritz
Joseph William Fuhrmann
Jillian Elizabeth Gabriel
Fatma Taieb Gaddour*
Andrew Thomas Gaeta*
Kelli Rosemary Galusha
Ivan Shamir Garcia
James Dee Garcia
Skyla Gebauer
Matthew Joseph Geldnich
Quindyn Rose Gerrits
Reed Douglas Gieryn
Sean Gilligan
Kaleb Ryan Glickman
Mahogany Minah Glover*
Anders J Goetz
McKenna June Goetz
Julio Gonzalez*
Brianna Michelle Goodstein
Mickey Joseph Govani
Graden Eugene Grabowski
Joseph Grabowski
Evan Andrew Gregory*
Cameron Albert Griffiths*
Justin Grohali*
Jessica Taylor Gruszceki
William Gustafson
Victoria-Rose K Gwanyalla*
Dylan Alexander Haagen*
Reese Haas
Lior Hadas Halevi*
Jaya Mychal Hall
Caroline Lisa Hansen*
Tyleena Q Harrington
Autumn Alexis Hausz
Erin Heffernan
Samuel Ryan Hendricks
Ka Fruat Her
Tou Her
Jenna Leigh Herkowski
Kollin Alex Heytens
Zachary Michael Hietpas*
Anthony Joseph Hoenflisch Jr*
Dylan John Hoffman*
Trenton Michael Holz*
Braden James Hopfensperger
Angela Rose Hoskote*
Mohammad Wajdi Ismail
Matthew Bradford Ives
Jovana Jakie
Jaison Sean James
Ryan Ronald James Jaskolski
Emily Elise Jensen*
Victor Alejandro Jimenez
Alexander Henes Johnson
Zachary Paul Johnson*
Anna Marie Jones
Dominique Jones
Kayla Lily Julias*
Amie Uwera Kabera
Johnathan Michael Kahler
Dakotah Kane
Aleya Irem Karacan*
Nikolas Charles Karavidas
Dylan Robert Keller*
Georgia Rae Kellerman
Jayden Khammyvong*
Feroz Khan
Jeremiah Chen Khang*
Hannah Lauren Kilburn
Yoonjae Kim
Maya Frances King
Anna Grace Kiskunas*
Elliot Richard Kite
Nicholas Hunter Klaubauf
Jared Jerome Kleczka*
Teagan Marice Kleemann

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

*Awarded Commencement Honors

Carl Ethan Klemowits
Zak Lee Klug*
Carter J Knuth
Cassidy Lynn Kohls*
Jonathan Kollen*
Taylor Christine Konczal*
Zachary Douglas Kosidowski*
Bryce Adam Kostelyna*
Ethan Robert Krueger
Vanessa Rylee Kruger
Kendall Neil Kruschek
Henry C Kucha*
Allison Kathleen Kula*
Bryce Richard Kultgen*
Holly Taylor Kumlin*
Ethan James Kurtz Sr
John Yauhas Lao
Efrain Lara-Osorio Jr
Jonathan Michael Larsen
Joseph Michael Larson
Claire Lassoued*
Olivia Jean Latus
Sebastian Laverde
Kaylee Marie Lazarski*
Tyler Shelton Ledzian
Kaitlin Joy Lehman
Anthony Atith Leuaxay
Raymond Liang*
Eli R Licht
Olivia Irene Limmex*
Elizabeth Jane Lincoln
Beau Lockwood
Duriana Lizette Lopez
Jonathan David Lopez*
Warren Kiabtoom Lor
Sean Henry Loughney
Jaclyn Paige Luckow*
Airmeathea Lyons
Robert Wesley Mackey
Garrett Matthew David Maddex
Eduardo Magallanes*
Saddey F Mahmoud
Jason Nathaniel Majerus
Samuel James Majewski
Gabrielle Lauren Majinski*
Luke James Mammen*
Macy Kay Mapes*
Jenesis Marquez
Ryan Patrick Matenaer
Ava Renee Matranga*
Reed William Matz
Andrew Kenneth Allen May*
Derrick William Mayer
Ahmad Dion McClain
Samuel Martin McCoy
Blake McCurdy*
Caleb Joseph McFarlane
Aidan McGee
Evan James McGinnis
Anna Antoinette McKee
Ethan Barry Michael McWilliams
Aidric Mertens*
Austin Michael Metzger*
George Miller*
Shaloun Mims
Eh Kaw Moo
Logan Joseph Morrow
Oliveia Jane Motrek
Victoria Anne Mueller
Daniel Czubinski Munoz*
Ardi Muqaj
Eri Kaye Muraszewski*
Mayakya Jane Mustas*
Brayden Daniel Naef
Camilla Namuyomba
Timothy Thomas Nault
Reid Walter Nauman
Casey Helen Needham*
Taylor Rose Nelson
Andrew Leroy Neu
Kevin Tran Nguyen
Quangdat Tran Nguyen*
Nicholas Paul Noble
Matthew Robert Nowicki*
Megan Rose Nyagaard
Brendan O’Brien
Daniel Patrick O’Brien*
Racheal Temitope Odjedele
Jacob S O’Donnell
Josef Timothy Oechsner*
Erik Ojeda
Kirsten Lorraine Olson
Vincent Anthony Orlando
Rivas Orozco
Lynda Osterude*
Kyle Owen
Dillon Timothy Owens
Adriana Lou Panella*
Shelby Leigh Paradowski*
Jatin R Patel
Rahil Vimal Kumar Patel*
Sarang Nishit Patel
Shiv Dinesh Patel
Armando Daniel Patricio Perez Jr
Ashley Perez Santiago*
Isabella Rose Perez-Kucza
Bradley Persson
Ella Peter*
Paula Peyton
Reid Alexander Pezewski*
Hunter Elise Phillips*
Jasmine Nicole Pietrzykowski
Victoria Poje
Cameron William Polce*
Leo F Ponteri*
Alyssa Elizabeth Portz
Alexa McKay Pritelski
Colten Gary Pucek*
Brandon Puttermann
Salman Raheem*
Nikith Aryan Goud Ramagoni
Ivan Guillermo Ramirez*
Jennifer Ramirez
Alexander Kael Ratliff
Karl Phillip Rehberger*
Kristin Danyel Reynolds*
Jason Robinson
Jackson Henry Roh*
Timothy Maxwell Romang*
Abraham Romero
Brody Marvin Royston
Daniel Runnells*
Trinity Rush
Joshua John Rusniak*
Demani Pierre Safford
Hanan Aisha Saint-Hilaire
Sofia M Salerno
Nathan John Salvati
Kourtney Burke Salverson*
Sydney Nichole Sampson-Webb*
Anny Maria Santos Penna*
John Murphy Saris
Anthony Eugene Savaglio
Benjamin David Schalk*
Aaron Jon Schliesmann*
Jacob Schmeling
Matthew William Schmidt
Gretchen Noel Schmook*
Keegan James Schregardus
Cole Richard Schroeder
Erin Jane Schultz
Ryan Jerome Schultz
Ashlyn Grace Scinto*
Baccalaureate Degrees

continued

SHELDON B. LUBAR
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Amber Lauren Secrist*
Kevin I Seda
Manavjit Singh Sethi
Megan Theresa Setter*
Eliot Shager*
Julia Sharafinski*
Nicole Joyanne Shaw
Loren Shehu
Elizabeth Mei Shih
Sheldon Mark Shister
Sydney Elizabeth Shovan
Sean Matthew Shitivelberg
Thomas James Simpson Jr
Bhramdyaal Singh*
Harkaranveer Singh
Chloe Amber Skrober*
Adam Smith
Riley Spankowski*
Abigail Louie Spitzer
Michael Thomas Stachowiak*
Theodore Arthur Stachowiak
Morgan Kathleen Staerkel*
Tyler Travis Stair*
Ryan Mark Steffen*
Cameron James Steinmetz*
Luciano Robert Stephenson
Spencer D Stern
Natalie Marie Stettner
Noah Francis Stiles*
Matthew Stoner*
Angelo Joseph Stuart
Zing Tha Sung*
Lauren Nicole Swiech
Dylan John Szajkovics*
David Tarpey
JaQuann Dwayne Taylor*
Hunter Nujtxeeg Thao
Aaron Joseph Thompson*
Andrew James Thompson
Jarin David Thryselius
Mitchell Joseph Thuerwachter*
Wyatt Alic Topel*
Timothy Scott Torkelson Jr*
Cameron Philip Tornow
Bryan Alexis Torres
Franchesca Torres-Castro*
Victoria Katherine Trettin
Mitchell Trotter
Man Tung
Marco Antonio Valdepena
Samuel Wolfgang VandyBogurt
Sanaly Vang
Victorio Xavier Varela
Jerson Nicholas Vargas
Nicholas Varvouletos
Erick Velazquez
Kelly Marisol Vera
Fay Viverito
Toulong Kue Vue
Nicholas C Wacker
Caitlin Ann Waddell*
Katherine Mary Walgren
Joseph Alan Walter
Megan Marie Warchol*
Dominique LaShay Ward
Tawania Ward
Morgan Ariannah Weathers
Justin Patrick Webster
Dylan Thomas Weickardt
Jalisa Loni Welch
Mitch Wendt
Julian Wiborg
Maria Ann Wichgers
Catherine Rose Williams
Mari Lynn Williams
Jaden Brian Wilson
Marley Frances Wozniak
Becky Pang Nhia Xiong*
Hope Lua See Xiong
Christina Yang
Fatima Yusuf
Briana Je T’aime Zablocki*
Helene Floy Zennanski*
Jakob Thomas Zielinski
Carley Ann Zimmer
Rebecca Zimmerman Jr

Maggie Rae Bollig
Christina Lyn Bowers
Kristyn Elizabeth Breckenridge*
Taylor Marie Brown*
Maggie Suzanne Buckingham*
Emily Ann Burns*
Quade Michael Buska*
Ashton Cadman*
Mikaela Paige Carabajal*
Haiden MacGuire Carr*
Delaney Cerevic*
Kami Lois Christianson*
Alexis Marie Clancy*
Briesa Whitney Conners*
Anne Marie Conroy*
Braxton Rose Crooke
Riley Thomas Curtin
Kirsti Rea DeBenedetto
Kaylee Mae DeBeukelar*
Alex Jonathan Dennee
Kaelie Marie Dent*
Emily Dettinger*
Savanna Stebion Elm*
Jacob Charles Elston
Hamidah Binti Ezhar
Daniel Steven Finn*
Zachary Fountain*
Audrey Grace Galassi*
Pilar Garcia Clavel
Morgan Kay Garlock*
Carley Elizabeth Garofalo*
Jamieson Grace Genrich*
Kristen Faith Green*
Summer Lynn Greene
Ashley Ann Grenz II*
Kyla Maine Grossenbach*
Amanda Lee Groth*
Mahmoud Hasan
Emma Grace Heller-Cavener*
Marie Helser*
Melissa Ann Hodzinski
Sara Margaret Horstman
Trey Douglas Hurlbut
Rheise Nathaniaal Jackson
Sara Rae Janeshek*
Cooper John E Janicki*
Meghan Ann Jensen*
Alta Johnson*
Uniqueca Johnson*
Sierra Maria Kanvik*
Claire Carolyn Kartz*

*SHELDON B. LUBAR COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Baccalaureate Degrees

continued

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Acting Dean Tina Freiburger
Bachelor of Science

Noor Ahmad*
Le’ana Mariana Alvarez
Renee Goeman Anderson*
Brenda Arms
Cali Michael Belanger*
Mackenzie Erin Bennett*
Jacqueline Billings

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Hailey Diana Keefer*
Josefa Elizabeth Kielar*
Kelly Marie Kiiskila*
Sophia Hua Ling Knox*
Alyssa Renee Krueger
Katie Nicole Kwiatkowski
Maxwell Jaxon Lakatos*
Kathleen Jane Lavris
Jessica Leigh Lawrence*
Drew Kathleen Lehman*
Megan Alexandria Leppert*
Morgan Ray Louchart- Inches*
Hannah Margaret Machon*
Elizabeth Ruby Maier
Allison Emily Marion*
Nancy Martin*
Nyia Mays*
Darion Alexander McClam
Kimberly McDade
Alondra Guadalupe Mercado*
Nicholas James Metropulos
Samantha Ann Miller
Shannon Mishun
Caitlyn Marie Mohr*
Hannah Esther Moral*
Alexander James Myers
Marilyn Lembezeder Newton*
Makenna Jo Nordlund
Katherine Emma Noreika*
Brittany Rene Olson
Julie Ann Olson
Nicholas Olson*
Rachel Christine Papez
Olivia Renee Parker*
Madison Raye Parola*
Holly Mahli Paungam
Denise Nichol Perea
Ella Marie Phelps
Sky Pitta
Trudy Leigh Quidzinski
Krystine Rabe*
Makayla May Raeck*
Alexa Crescencia Ramos
Carson Leigh Faith Reader
Damon Anthony Rebelak
Stephanie Elise Reiter*
Heather Riefer
Harmony Brooke Riemer*
Megan Elise Riley
Elisabeth De Ling Rittmeyer*
Zachary Jon Robinson
Krista Roessger
Jenevieve Jean Saalsaa*
Sandra Ileana Sanchez*
Alyssa Rose Scardina*
Makaila Nicole Scheiblein*
Ava Rose Schimmelpfennig
Carly Marie Schneider*
Emily Jane Schoenfeldt
Carley Schweiger*
Keyuante Sholar
Gentry Renee Spore
Margaret Eleanor Stelmacher*
Gabrielle Lou-Ann Strasser*
Samantha Jean Swenski*
Maverick James Thill*
Sydney Katherine Tidler*
Elizabeth Amy Trikk*
Ty Michael Vandenhouten
Jaime Wagner*
Jenna Lynn Wallygora*
Yelene Lissette Washington*
Karlee Marie Weber*
Porter Alan Weisensel
Alexandra Marie Westenberger
Robert Williams
Tekla Renee Williams
Paul J Winkler*
Kimberly Rose Winston*
Leandra Wohner
Nicole Renee Wyss*
Mee Xiong*
Xay Yang*
Amy Mae Yarch
Samantha Katherine Zander*
Yamaris Zapata-Castello

**Awarded Commencement Honors**

**COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & APPLIED SCIENCE**

Dean Brett A. Peters

*Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Science in Engineering*

Hassan Mohamad Abdollah
Seif E H Abdjawad
Ranya Mohammad Abuayyash
Patrick Adelman
James Stephen Alessia
Wajahat Ali Shah
Yasmean Hussain A Alrashid

Nova Jasper Anderson
Quinn Anthony Anderson
Devin Timothy Arfstrom*
Nemanja Asanin*
Mickey J Authement III
Lucas Brendan Barthel
Chandler Randall Baures
Joshua Foster Beamsley*
Ethan Mitchel Beck*
Vincent Morgan Beilke*
Humraj Singh Bharya
Caden Mathew Paul Blindauer
Daniel Ronald Boettcher
Joshua Alexander Bohn*
Conner Murphy Booth
Timothy Anders Borstad*
Zach Thomas Brandenburg
Parker Breene
Thomas James Brefka Jr
Lori Marie Briscois
Dante Michael Brown*
Jared Dennis Brown
Samuel Jacob Bruggink
Adam Robert Buerger
George Ronald Roger Call*
Eunjae Cho*
Grant Vincent Choijnacki
Haitam Chouiekh*
Evan Christopherson*
Abigail Elyse Cittadino
Rachel Clark
Elias Eduardo Sampaio Conceicao
Sean David Coppin*
Gabriella Cutie Rodriguez
Uriel G Desantiago*
Cailin Dilday*
Nathan Dimock*
Matthew Alan Dittbender
Christopher Joseph Dodaro
Christopher Drsaw
Michael John Dudenas
Andrew Allen Dukeman
Christopher Dennis Faber
Quintin Douglas Faretta-Gundlach*
Kevin Michael Flynn*
Evan Roy Foust
Mitchell Christopher Freund
Alex Michael Fuller
Cameron Jeffry Furseth*
Manuel Angel Garmendez
Nikolas George Gentekis
John Enzo Marshall
Nancy Martinez Lazarro
Milad Masoodi
Omer Kaan Mat
Samuel Edward Maule*
Riley Ann Melendy*
Donald Jack Meronek Jr
Aedon Christopher Meurer
Ethan James Monka*
Hunter Montgomery*
Braden William Mork*
Jason Morrison*
Zachary Evan Mui*
Roberto Munoz
Anupam Sre Ram Murikurthy
Pradnya Pravin Narvekar*
Frances Marie Nesler
Dylan Thomas Nicosia*
Donald Curtis Novak Jr
Connor Oaks
Tucker Joseph Ogrenorth
Caitlynn Rose Owens*
Kevin Lawrence Pedley*
Andrew Joseph Peroutka
William David Perry
Gabriel Riley Picato*
Oscar Picazo
Daniel Joshua Quiles*
Kyle Rabin
Kathryn Ann Radaj
Elijah Aaron Raflik*
Jared Donald Rasmussen*
Benjamin Hanson Rathert
Daniel Jon Rehm Jr
Jacey N Reiman
Carson Raymond Remnicke*
Alexander Charles Riley*
Daniel Emery Ripka
Marisa Sparrow Roch
Ryan Steven Rohde
Mackinley William Russ
Yazan Raslan Salem*
Kaveri Prafulla Salunke*
Alexander Jacob Schara
Aaron Michael Schmitt
Olivia Marie Schommer
Mason Lewis Schoof
Zachery Collin Schuh*
Anthony Joseph Seaks
Ryan Kenneth Severson
Margaret Mary Simonelli
Edward John Simpson*
Evan Michael Skaer
Marina Alyssa Slawinski*
Ian Smith
Samuel Peter Soens
Katelyn Marie Sprandel
Mason Randall Stelter
Aimee Marie Stolcers
Jonathan Charles Stone
Adam D Streich
Johann Sebastian Suarez
Oliver Richlynn Swenson
Vedant Tewari
Thajying Thao
Jared James Thierfelder*
Devin Michael Toburen
Jeffrey Tower
The Thanh Tran*
Samuel James Tucker
MichaelAngelo Cagang Tulod
Selahaddin Turkoglu
Kaiden Patrick Turnquist*
Jakob Jeffrey Ulman*
Adam Joseph Vandenbos
Mitchell MongZong Vang*
James Joseph Veltri
Andrea Veron Esqueda
Matthew Nicholas Weber
Seth Anthony Weis
Tyler Jay Wendt
Steven Anthony Wenninger
Luke Alexander Westhoff*
Caleb Elliott Wicker
Henry Hall Wiedemann*
Adam August Wieser
Cameron John Wizner
Krischan Caleb Woehrre
Weiling Xia*
Tou Xiong
Abdurulmanhman Yahya
Shengxin Yu
Tyler Joshua Zastrow
Kristopher Thomas Zeise
Samuel Michael Zufelt*

SCHOOL OF FRESHWATER SCIENCES
Interim Dean Rebecca Klapa
Bachelor of Science

Robert Lawrence Daley
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yaman Jamal Abdeljaber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Abogaie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teniola David Adeniji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariyaporn Akarasriwat*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasmin Abdullahi Ali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rileigh Paige Allgeier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yousef Ahmed Alrashed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holli Elizabeth Anderson*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McKenna Margaret Anderson*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Rose Anderson*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathrina Anne Galang Angeles*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Nichole Banach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Bartel*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Ann Bauer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avery Alexander Bayer*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathaniel Lee Becker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Grace Bejna*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Joyce Bellart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloe June Belonia*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Bembeneck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Therese Bender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexie Nicole Bennett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faith Marie Bertrand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Alyssa Bessette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telanah Shanel Bethly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Charles Beyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Bialas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Katherine Biedrzycki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina Domenica Bieser*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexis Blaser*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Lynn Borowski*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica T Brincka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Brotherton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abby Lynn Bruyn*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Rose Budney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jena Elaine Burton*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Buswell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Catherine Buzzard*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Calcaterra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra Renee Cantrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Carville*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriana Mae Castillo*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Castillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassidy Rae Christman*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Marie Cieslak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janis Marie Ciskowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claudia Patricia Cisneros</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cianna Marie Colon*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Connelly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Conover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TreVeka Curry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander William Dalziel*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie J Davis*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leilani Delk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micah Lin Buehler Dennis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Rose Dentice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arden Jerry DeRuyter*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ileana Inexa Diaz*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grady Bellows Dimond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Ann Dionne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrah Haley Domingo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Catherine Downs*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Jane Drummond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alysha Sophia Earnshaw*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noela Papi Egbe Osibe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophie Grace Ellis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amie Marie Emrys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Marie Falkner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessika Feliciano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yolanda Lilee Felipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faith Elizabeth Fenendaenel*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaDiamond LaTrice Flowers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Rece Franseen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke R Garna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Jo Gezella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dontell Gilyard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becca Lynn Grafton*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Grace Gruptatin*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Caroline Gross*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher William Groth*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jazmin Jymeralda Guel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anailly Guerrero Cardenas*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Rose Hammenrik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloe Elizabeth Hansen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Lee Harrison*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Marie Hart*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amira Faye Hasan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Rose Hazen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Hickey*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Grace Hovie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Elizabeth Hubbard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Huguet*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandi Nichole Husch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hailee Rae Hutter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Jakubek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osamah Waseem Jassar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Kay Jensen*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Jimenez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise Jochims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikaela Ann Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Javonte Lamont Jones Warrener*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler James Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gracien Matthew Gabriel Jules*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Kaeser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Jeanann Karpinske*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joelle Kristy Kenyon*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua David Kidder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Patricia King*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floyd Alan King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob True King*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Klatt*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillian Grace Klein-Kampschoer*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Knezie*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Frances Koehn*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Frances Kordik*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katrina Nicole Kramer*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Krieger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Riley Kruk*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Kumwenda-Stevens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Makenna Kurilla*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Elizabeth LaChance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Claire Lacson*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sawyer Scott Ladd*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serena M Lee Sr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallory Renee Levenhagen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ying Lui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talya Jill Loken*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuniel Lopez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hli Lor*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Lovo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allyssia Marie Lowe*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna Lynne Madura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Marie Magerowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yazan Nasser Mahmoud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Ellen Mallon*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Yamileth Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serena Lynne Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor Edward Masanz*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Rose May*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Electra Mayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Mccabe*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lily Anna McClutchy*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Lauren McCollough</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
continued

**COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES**

Katherine Elizabeth Meekhunsut
Hope Menzel
Marian Abigail Mercado*
Joseph Alexander Mielke
Ariana Mae Miller*
Kayla Marie Miller
Candace Miller-Kline
Sara Ann Minor
Alexandria Ann Mirandola
Marcell Antonio Montes De Oca
Gabriel Morales
Kryssi Nichelle Morales*
Quinton Henry Morris*
Allison Elizabeth Moye*
Ian Gregory Nadolski
Morgan Narowetz
Rebecca Louise Neimark
Duyna Colleen Nemetz
Kelly Nevsimal
Paul Newbury*
Jenna Eileen Nielsen*
Isabell Maria Nieves
Chloe Lynn Oberman*
Natalie Jean Ohl
Paony Omot Oman
Tania Ortega*
Precious Osagie*
Paige Alexis Paniagua*
Anne Pankratz
Hannah Marie Patterson*
Sophia Rae Pautz*
Rachel Penewell
Elizabeth Catherine Peters*
Erica Ann Peters*
Glenna Gaynor Petersen
Laura Peterson
Elena Sergeevna Pinchuk
Zachary Dale Polifka
Faith Elizabeth Preisinger
Edward Prown
Maggie Marie Pulvermacher*
Abigail Dale Quinnell
Katelyn Rakers*
Patrick Allen Ramesh*
Cayden Ransom*
Madison Elizabeth Redeker
Ellie Noelle Roach*
Ashley Ryane Roemer
Carolyn Ruby*
Erin Rae Rzepinski*
Melanie Jane Saari
Citrine Samrah
Maria Guadalupe Sanchez
Mackenzie Ann Scheibel*
Laura Elizabeth Schmalz
Nicole Ann Schmidt*
Ani Jade Schraufnagel*
Jada Marie Schuh*
Megan Schwabe*
Kayla Christina Schwartz
Paige Seay*
Meghan Sedlar
Calliya-Mae Sheridan
Lily Marie Shireman*
Jaskirat Kaur Sidhu*
Dylan Mitchell Sieloff
Blanca Soto Siliezar
Alexis Marie Slagoski
Allison Margaret Slamann*
Latoya Jasmine Solis
Sydney Taylor Sprecher
Alexis Stans
Dylan Stefanec
Janet Stone
Mia Rose Storniolo
Lisa Stout
Alicia Stromberg
Maria Gabrielle Stueck
Quinn Marie Sullivan
Hope Marie Suski*
Jeff Terryberry
Kolee Thao
Nou Thao
Molly Ann Thomas
Danielle Nicole Thompson
Ashley Tobin
Alleah Caitlin Travis
Emily Ann VanDyke*
Adam Chinu Vang
Hue Vang
Melissa Vang
Jules Francis Vanschoyck
Christian Jesus Veliz Acosta
Aryanah Kay Visintainer*
Devin Nichole Wagner*
Emily Wagy*
Jordyn Dawn Walsh
Calista Rose Wanke*
Sarah Emile Watson
Gabrielle Kristine Wegner
Baylie Marie Weis
Carson Joline Weisserber*
Alexis White*
Nicholas Evan White
Samantha Ann White
Aaron Michael Wilde
Breanna Winfield
Niki Suapang Xiong
Sandra Marie Yanke
Jordyn Quinn Zalewski*
Ashley Marie Zamora
Sarah Elizabeth Zarzynski
Sophia Leona Ziebart*

**SCHOOL OF INFORMATION STUDIES**

Interim Dean Tina Freiburger

*Bachelor of Science in Information Science and Technology*

Mohamed Feisal Abdi
Majid Jalal Ali
Adam Y Alkhatib
Brandon Timothy Angles
Litzy Arcos*
Beth Anne Asen
Zariah Samone Avery
Gael Kalolo Banza
Zachary Phillip Barker*
Michael J Bendykowski*
Jemal Billings
Anna Bliesner
Brian Blong
Jordan Burbach*
Austin Lawrence Burja
Enineva Marshelle Jalean
Nicole Canada
Samuel David Cappon
Alice Chandavong
Jacob Christensen
Mauricio Cortez Sr
Emma Catherine Court
Torry Donald Crass
Sean Aziz Daadoucha*
Jadzia Daneau
Thao David
Brandon Davis
Brett Edward Ewig

*Awarded Commencement Honors*
Baccalaureate Degrees

Javier Antonio Flores Jr
Isaiah J Flores*
Nathaniel John Fortune
Elijah James Frankes*
Cullen Patrick Frederickson
Hageo Gamez*
Jack Robert Garcia
Daniel Gilham*
Justice Jahlen Grant
Colt Jacob Hamilton*
Margaret Baokou Her*
Va Her
Anthony M Herbst
Oscar Hernandez Cisneros
Jonathan Flores Hernandez*
Michael Scott Howard
Kenya T. Jenkins
Alexander Lamar Johnson
Jalen Johnson
Rachel Ann Johnson
Thomas Daniel Johnson
Mirko K Justuf*
David Kleyman
Luke Koltun*
Drew Konkol
Caio LaCroix
Nicholas John Lang
Kenya Amor Lawrence Jr
Aleksey Levin*
Chinou Lor
Jason Chakong Lor
Joseph Tyler Lundell*
Matthew Madia*
Sahar N Mahmoud*
Leonardo Mazaba-Carballo Jr
Efin Mcculloch
Nathan Daniel Metz
Lucas Robert Miller*
Abdiqadir Mohamed
Miguel Monedero-Gold
Kailoni Alana Montgomery*
Alex Tyson Moua
Mary Myers*
Cristina Nino*
Ulises Nunez-Castillo
Matthew Garrett Ochs
Michael Manning O’Leary*
Ashley Marie Pagan*
Jason Paulsen*
Maxwell Daniel Peter*
Matthew Phillips

Ryan Joseph Picciuro
Ryan Christopher Plybon
Valen Polubinsky*
Alison Rachal*
Jonathan Ryu
Diane Therese Sanborn
Nicholas Frank Sanfelippo*
Bradley Thomas Schleif
Chao Shi*
Patrick James Singer
Justin Daniel Smith*
Andrew Michael Sobczak
Liam Sullivan
Michelle Quynh Nhi Ta
Taylor James Patrick Teasdale
Devin W Thomson*
Jeffery Scott Valodine Jr
Garvin Joseph Volquardsen
Braden John Wagner*
Brian Walsh
Jonathon Charles Weber
Benjamin Robert Wood
Kao Xiong
Cheng Yeng Yang*
Sher Yang

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE
Acting Dean Nigel Rothfels
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science

Kelvin Javier Acevedo
Samuel Bruce Adams
Fadesewa Naomi Adebola
Annabelle Louise Ahlers*
Grace Luella Ahrens*
Zoe Alexander*
Sophia Noelia Aliaga
Natali Aljauuossi
Leslie Almendarez*
Samuel Richard Alt
Arumabaduge Mehan Hansaja
Aluhwahare Cninasada
Victoria Alvarez
Majd Al-Zaibaq*
Rania Wael Al-Zubeidi*
Ryan Jay Ammerman*
Drew Gregory Anders
Jenna Rae Anders*
Aliyah May Anderson

Bailey Marie Anderson
Eleanor Gereaux Anderson
Riley Anderson
Royce Christopher Anderson*
Harmony Rose Angellar*
Nicholas James Anguil-Andriacchi
Parker Ryan Annan*
Nana Ewusiwa Anshah
Adam Antonneau*
Alice Marjorie Apfelbach*
Luz Angelica Areizaga-Diaz
Raveeha Arif
Sevinch Atambaeva
Rain Badekas
Brandie Josephine Baier*
Sarah Marie Baker
Eric Paul Baldwin
Jhonnaette Dianne Balingit*
Christian Miguel Barillas
Sienna Marie Barillas
Cara Anne Barry
Maria Cristina Basham
Rachel Bass
Samantha Rose Bastow*
Alexander Jacob Bauer
Arica Rane Bauer*
Sonnet Grace Bayer*
Aneesh Skyler Beahlen
Rachel Jean D’Amato Beck*
Nick Becker
Amber Judith Bein
DeMarius Amare Bell
Cristina Maria Belmontes
Peyton Christine Bendis
Andrea Madison Bennaage*
Ellen Elizabeth Benson*
Maggie Ann Benson*
Tommy James Benson
Kassidee Anne Bergdoll*
Josh Michael Berman Jr
Aaron David Berth
Charmaine Bertie
Sarah Rose Best
Morgan Taylor Betchkal
Megan Rose Biesmann*
Andrea Faith Bishop*
Maryam Biyabani
Emma Lynn Blanchette*
Vivien Emily Blecking*
Ryan Mark Boeckelman
Claire Bolda*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

continued

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE

Courtney Autumn Bondar
Jacob Anthony Borre*
Deja Marie Bowens
Makayla Nature Brame
Emily Allison Braun*
Amanda Lynn Brehmer
Sarah Brennan
Justin Steven Brenner*
Lauren Alexis Breunig*
Alison Rose Brodie*
Alexandra Christine Brown
Rakeem Brown
Jacob Nicholas Budke*
Noah Jacob Bue
Christina Rose Buehner
Julius Duone Bufford
Tanisha Burks
Isabella Escobar Burns*
Adrienne Louise Burton*
Maggie Mae Butz*
Beckett John Callan
Akan Mehmet Can
Jonathan Capota
Mary Therese Cappon
Cade Chad Carlsen
Amanda Michelle Carroll*
Bethany Margaret Carroll
Kevin Bryce Carroll*
Natalie Carstens
Hashimiah L Carter
Christian Carturan Jr
Cassidy Grace Semaj
Cartwright
Kimberly Angela Carver*
Maxwell Paul Cavaiani
Christian F Cerne
Veronica Cerrato
Clayton Scott Cesarz
Tiffany Kowle Chang*
Brenden Paul Chasteen*
Matthew Edward Chavez
Michael Cintron
Benjamin Adam Cisneros*
Samuel Clutts
Margaret Joyce Cody*
Quiana Coleman
Hailey Louise Collins
Rachel Grace Comande*
Kaitlyn Leeann Conger
Devin Kennedy Conway
Chelsea Elizabeth Coon
James Erikson Coone
Makayla Rose Cooper
Jordann Cornett
Angela Cox*
Declan Scott Crouch
Sheldon Devon Cruickshank
Andrew Steven Cullen
John Henry Culver
Olivia Galvin Cummings
Samantha Jo Cunningham
Sahar Dakwar*
Trent Alan Daley
Samantha Rose Dally*
Samantha Rose Danczyk*
Stephanie Nicole Danner
Nicol Daniela Davis
Sakrya Davis
Sonya Dinh Davis
Ethan Clifford Davison
Caroline Anne Dawley*
Jerry De La Luz
Joseph Raymond De Muri*
Javon Dean
Samuel Kyran DeBurgh
Audrey DeGuzman
Cyndi G Del Angel
Margaret Elizabeth Del Fava*
Sage Ann DeLong*
Simon Mitchell Dembiec*
Collin Michael Deming
Samantha Rae DeNamur
Sara Kathryn Desing*
Keisha Paola Diaz Nieves
Jonathan Roger Dirksen
Kristy Marie Dolinac*
Leah Nicole Donnelly*
Grace Cassidy Dorschel*
Alexandra Catherine Dote
Samuel Michael Dowhower
Michael Raymond Dowling
Jovana Dragicevic*
Claire Margaret Drakulic
Stephen Christopher Drena*
Henry Louis Dunsrn
Adam William Dwyer Jr
Annika Rae Einertson*
Zoe Eiseman
Chloe Knox Ellis*
Elizabeth Ruth Emanuelson
Thomas Justin Engel
Michaela Rose Englund
Sally Olivia Erickson
Mariah Esparza*
Naomi Esquivel
Mysti Marie Everett
Christopher Dennis Faber
Sydney Rose Faber
Muhammad Faizal Fakaruddin
Emma Falevsky
Alyssa Lilly Fehrman*
Elvira Felipe-Fercano
Johana Eleanor Felton
Tonya E Fendryk
Emma Mary Filzen
Jack Anthony Fischer
Antonio D Fitzgerald
Carmen Lee Flensy*
Micaela Flores
Reuben William Fortier*
Angela Capricia-Marie Foster
Isaac Kosal Foster
Joseph Anthony Fox*
Julia Elizabeth Frank*
Molly Lan Fraser*
Jack Ryan Fravel
Maxwell John Friedl*
Janaia Ann Fudally
Jenna JoAnn Fuller*
Yolimar Galarza
Juan Luis Garcia
Sylvia Amber Garcia
Areli Eleanor Garduno
Bradley Gaydovichik*
Mariah Lynn Gean
Grace Elise Geiger*
Ray Joseph Gestrich
Jennifer Kathleen Gibbs*
Alexis Victoria Gilchrist*
Sean Gilligan
Emma Lempesis Gingras*
Sophia Girard*
Anna Grace Goder
Jasmine Gonzalez Sandoval*
Alejandra Gonzalez*
Patricia Xochiquetzal Gonzalez*
Brianna R Goodman
Aubrie Kalin Gorski*
Samuel Robert Vincent Granatelli
Marilyn Dee Grant
Samuel Scott Green*
Aaron Gresbach
Joshua Groninger*
Andrew James Grunze
Maribel Viray Guarin
Christina Marie Guirau*
Zella Margaret Haase*
Alexandra B Hadsell*
Elizabeth Hannah Hall
Jenna Jamilah Hamdan
Sophia Najwa Hamdan*
Dominique Vitulli Hamilton
Kaelyn Angel Hamilton
Elisabeth Hansen
Sierra Hansen*
Mitchell Ryan Hansing
Evan Gareth Harper
Nora Anne Harryman*
Kaylin Kay Hart*
Seth Thomas Hatfield
Natalie Charmaine Hayden
Kira Heck
Emmy Jewel Heesacker*
Alix Lilith Height
Madelyn Heimisch*
Nathanael Jon Hemze*
Harmony Reign Henderson
Matthias Joseph Hensler
Peyton Briana Hepner
Bergen Jade Hermanson*
Natalie Hernandez*
Kenzie Jade Herold*
Micah Neal Heseth*
Austin James Heun
Natalie Marie Hey*
Mary Catherine Hicks
Sinyetta Marie Hill
Breckyn Mae Hockers
Vanessa Penelope Hoene*
Alexy Maree Hoff*
Jack Holscher
James Nicholas Homann
Mohamed Beshir Hommeida*
Calista Paige Howard
Anne Marie Huber
Tyler Huberty
William Raymond Hubley*
Ricky Daniel Huertas
Hailey Rae Huisman*
Rebecca Humbug
Morgan Elizabeth Hunt
Zavier Samuel David Idarraga*

Adelio Ikonomi*
Brady Abrahann Immel*
Stefanie Erin Irish
Kayla Iyana Jackson*
Meghan Mae Jagdfeld*
Brady Gregory Jager
Asalah Emmad Jamaaleddin*
Cedella Lynn Janczak
Jacob Jansett
Daniel Henry Janssen
Tasneem W Jawar*
Brady R Jenks
Mya Marie Johannes*
Ryan Joseph Johnston
Hannah Margaret Jorgensen
Mitchell Jon Jorgensen
Veronica Jutley*
Jacob Daniel Kaiser
Matthew David Kalvin
Megan Rose Karls*
Elizabeth Joy Karpowitz*
Jenna Anne Kassnel
Brenden Scott Kazukewicz
Timothy James Keating III*
Charles Matthew Kelley*
Jacquelyn Kelley*
Noah Michael Kelly
Sarah Rose Kenwood
Emily Regina Kern*
Tabitha Brooke Kerr*
Corbin Kettle*
Afnan Ali Khatib*
Alaa Ali Khatib
Molly Elizabeth Kiley*
Olia Jade King
Ashlyn Alexandra Kirby
Noah Alan Kirchner
Caitlin Carolyn Kitchen
Greta Caroline Kitto*
Camryn Cooper Klaus*
Livia Klechefska*
Lauryn Makay Kluzetman
Andrew Marc Klug*
Claire Elizabeth Kohler
Olivia Marie Kopesky
Britney Kopp
Emily Virginia Kostic
Emily Peyton Kraft*
Annakah Jeanne Kramer*
Melissa Ann Krause*
Seth David Krebs
Lily Tulah Kreitz*
Grace Amelia Kreuser*
Samuel Erich Krieg
Haley Lucille Krueger*
Konrad Stephen Krueger
Mackenzie Honor Krueger
Christopher Joseph Krupp
Rutu Anil Kumbhani*
Reid Daniel LaBell
Elyse Genevieve Lacy
Sarah Grace Lane*
Meysia Christine Lynn Lantz
Jackson Scott Lautenschlager*
Ryan Jerome Lawrence*
Isaac John Lawson*
Samantha Jo LeCloux*
Zachary Michael Ledvina
Annabella Lee
Christopher Emmanuel Lee
Mary Margaret Lelko*
Kali Marie Lepisto*
Lily Anne Levrault*
Neena Elizabeth Victoria Lewis*
Jovana Lezaja
Anna Jane Linz
Andriana Ljubic*
Jack Tyler Loomis*
Oscar Ramon Lopez*
Samantha J Lopez
Christoper David Lueck*
Christian Maxwell Luster
Grace Elizabeth Lyons*
Vanessa Marie Maciel
Amelia Sung MacPherson
William Michael Maher*
Noor Nemer Mahmoud*
Alex Jeffrey Maier
Alyssa Ann Makowski*
Scott Daniel Malsh
Janae McCall Mancheski*
Michael Maney Jr
Riley Kersten Mangold
Vanessa Liz Marlin*
Konstantina Nicole Marlis*
Andra Martin
Daniel Martinez
Reagan Dianne Masini
Ahmad Kamal Masoud*
Jorge Matamoros Cabrera
Karl David Mattern
Colleen June Matthys

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

continued
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Mandy Lena McAllister
Morgan Camille McIlwee* Sarah Mckendry Rachel Mehring Brian Mei*
Charles Brandel Meitzen Shannon Mabel Meyer Samuel Wszalek Michael Elaina Marie Milkie* Nicole Michelle Miller* Edwin Millian Alexandra M Mineau* Desirae Justina Mungus Vincent Miszkiewicz* Kate Mitter


*Awarded Commencement Honors
Jennifer Santiago
Sophia Marie Santiago-Fodor*
Kiara M. Satterfield
Macy Miriam Saucke
Rachel JoAnne Scalise
Kara Jad Scarpelli
Neve Gabriella Schauer*
Alexandra Elizabeth Schell
Hannah Grace Schmalzer
Cole Bradley Schmidt*
Madeline Marie Schmidt
Morgan Marie Schmidt*
Madelyn Schneider
Ruth Ann Schneider*
Alexis Lee Schnitzler
Steven Mark Schomisch*
Abigail Lynn Schott*
Abigail Virginia Schroeder*
Van Magnus Schroeder
Anna Belle Schuerr
Madison Elizabeth Seale*
Alisha Sedo
Ann Marie Seigfreid*
Dhivyashree Senthil Murugan*
Rubab Azhar Shah*
Matthew Thomas Sharley*
Brionna Ieisha Shaw
David Shaw*
Anna Grace Shepro*
Ian Matthew Shoppach*
Roni Shrier-Radeamacher*
Keeley Christine Simonet*
Jaya Ali Sims
Gursahej Vi Singh III
Rachel Lauren Skoczek
Sean Michael Sloan
Toma Richard Smith Jr
Dominique Lashell Smith
Jason Jermaine Smith
Anna Sniadach*
Garrett Jordan Snover
Dante Sosa*
Laura Jean Spear*
Mason James Spurry
Amanda Marie Stadler*
Amanda Christine Stahl
Jovana Stankovic*
Morgan Marie Stark*
Jacob Alexander Steier
Mitchell James Stewart
Wyatt Walker Stimson*
Eric Ryan Stoll*
Rachel Elizabeth Story
Madeline Strasburg
Amanda Rose Grace Strege
Henry Dobson Stull
Sarah Ann Swartwout*
Syed Amaan Ur Rahman
Madelyn Kay Syltie*
Amos Alahnwi Tamanji
Payton Robert Teduits
Nadya Elena Tenges
Esperanza Terrones*
Verena Grace Tesnow
Margaret Grace Tews*
Emily Katherine Thomas
Grant Robert Thomas*
Riley Samantha Thomas*
Alex Ray Thome
Hailey Gracey Thompson*
Kassandra Jeanne Thompson*
Hayley Nicole Thomson
Jackson Thurmond*
Eliniki Maura Tians
Leah Marie Tillery
Rockwell Oscar Timmerman*
Theresa Marie Tomaszewski
Hannah Shea Tousey*
Jamison Ross Trewyn*
Uriah Marie Trzebiatowski*
Sonia Minh Thao Tu
Alexandra Tucker
Nash Williams Turner Jr*
Hunter Daniel Turpin*
Ashley Jean Tutkowski
Elly Louise Udovich
Ashleigh Rose Uebelacker
Keiara Ulmer
David Montgomery Ulrich
Edgardo Valdes Gonzalez*
Glendalys Valdes Gonzalez*
Isabella Rae Van Lanen*
Selena Maria Vanderhorst*
Noelani Marie Vargas
Karol Vazquez
Abby Marie Veit*
Kyle Mitchell Vernon
Hannah Katya Vicich
Jeffrey Vitale*
Elliott Goomas Voelkers
Christina Vondrak
Elderize Von-Schilling Worth*
Claire Amelia Wagner
Elizabeth Sandra Wagner*
McKenzie Retka Wallace*
Toy Brooke Washington
Cassandra Wroblewski*
Jada Marie Waters
Labreea M Watson
Patrick Jack Sam Watson*
Emily Diane Webster*
Madeline Kate Weinstock*
Olivia Weiss
Cedric Michael Werner*
Ellie Elizabeth Wheeler
Kaliya LaShay Whitaker
Quinn Whitlow*
Rebecca Nicole Wicker
Maxwell David Wikoff
Danielle Yvette Wilder
Isabelle Grace Wilson*
Lorelei Sara Wilson
Maren Avery Wise*
Jennifer Brooke Witt
Grace Alexandra Wodill*
Gavin Wolfe
Madeline Elizabeth Woller
Lucy Ann Woloszyk*
Ashley Grace Woodworth
Matthew Wranovsky
Hermela Zeslassie Wube
Casey Steven Yarak
Valerie L Young*
Fatima Yusuf
Hannah Zahngenner
Christine Leigh Zane
Kacper Jan Zaprzalka*
Michael Joseph Zaprzalka
Zoe Joyce Zard
Anissa Della Zaske
Sebastian Zens
Yehiah Jamil Ziadeh
Hannah Jodi Zielinski
Lauren Elizabeth Zimmer
Sophie Ann Zogg*
Tyler James Zuydhoek

*Awarded Commencement Honors
COLLEGE OF NURSING
Dean Kim Litwack
Bachelor of Science

Sumaya Abdi*
Dania Mustafa Abdulghani
Brianna Elizabeth Abrahams*
Jordan Marie Ackerman
Raisha Monique Montes Albino*
Carina Lee Alers
Reem Sami Ali*
Zahra Jafar A Alsaffar
Breanna Kristine Angles*
Katja Mikaelynn Ashwell
Madison Celeste Aubry*
Malinda Ann Baralt
Bailey Ann Basterash*
Nikko Kanna Beachkofski*
Bianca Becker*
Breanna Gabrielle Beilfuss
Gillian Lee Benacka*
Samantha Michelle Bernhard*
Melissa Kay Best
Debbie Lagurin Biltz
Brittney Jessica Breuer*
Trent Marcus Briggs*
Justin Marquis Brown
Claire Nicole Callaghan*
Alexis P Camacho
Molly Canon
Alyssa Mariah Carlino*
Abigail Louise Center
Denise Clayton
Matteo Angel Cotto
Alison Marie Coulson*
Elisha Cyruz Dahan
Hanee Daher*
Quynh Nguyen Mai Dang*
Gabrielle Jean DeBruler
Anne Margaret DeGraaf*
Lydia Baeker Deutsch*
Faith Jean-Marie DeVilbiss
Addison Champion Devine*
Isabel Rose Dixon*
Megan Christine Dolan
Natasha Kay Dopkins*
Destiny Crystal Duhs*
Kailee Lyn Jian Feng Dunker*
Crystal Lynn Ellison*
Savannah Rae Ely*
Oscar Armando Estrada Barahona
Brandon Peter Evens*
Maram Farrah
Tracey Faulkender
Sara Marie Fitzgerald*
Lindsay Flick
Anna Marie Patricia Fricano*
Hannah Cecilia Frohlich
Erika Rochelle Gainey
Janette Garduno
Tzipi Tzipora Gnatt*
Elizabeth Ellen Goetsch*
Stephen Matthew Gonzalez
Sandra Jean Gotz
Madison Christine Gouker*
Matthew John Gregorich
Madison Lee Griebel*
Annalissa Grzegorski*
Taylor Makenzie Hallam*
Kyeol Han*
Raianna Elisabeth Harders*
Emily Paige Hardin
Margaret Hauser*
Hannah Marie Hays*
Calyssa Breanne Held
Heather Marie Hensen
Mai Ker Her
Adriana Maria Herrick*
Jessica Hodnett
Madison Elizabeth Huettl*
Hailie Lynn Jeska*
Mallory Lynn Jones*
Holly Diane Jorgenson
Sophia Joyce Karegeannes*
Kristin Ann Kelly
Christopher Michael King
Brianna Marie Kleist
Aneta Marla Kopacz
Kennedy Mae Kramer*
Samantha Ann Krause
Emma Joan Krill*
Kayla Jean Kruczek*
Ismael Laguna*
Thi Le
Elizabeth Lemke Oliver Sack
Kaitlyn Patricia Leppiago*
Lacy Lettau
Jenna Rae Linehan*
Dominique Marie Loisel*
Ma Katrina Lopez
Samantha Isabel Lugo*
Molly Lust
Yashoda Madhusudan
Deanna Rose Maldonado

Lindsey Malone
Joanna Anastasia Mamalakis*
Olivia Grace Marien
Nicole Sabrina Martin
McKenna Marx
Daniel Eduardo Matamoros*
Molly Michaelle Meland*
Morgan Brittney Merschdorf
Danielle Minneti*
Maria Elizabeth Monty
Kathleen Marie Needham*
Cassandra Neese*
Joshua Paul Neuser
Michelle Marie Ninkovich*
Bertha Adriana Nodal*
Tovah Noonan
Brooke Lee Norberg*
Mackenzie Lee Ann Norem*
Melissa Anne Nurre*
Rachel Obertin
Maya Murray Oezer*
Anna Magdalena Ohde*
Angela Ott
Terenia Marie Owens*
Jenna Pastorius*
Maximilian Francis Pierre
Mason Anthony Pliska*
Stacy Pope
Brittany Melissa Powers
Adriana Pusnik*
Elizabeth Kate Rens*
Parker Jeffrey Resop*
Ariel Joanne Reynolds
Rachael Marie Rice
Jacob Andrew Rodriguez
Kenneth W Ronquillo
Lilyanne Ryan Routh*
Kayla Marie Ruplinger*
Alec Robert Sampson
Sierra Jean Schaffer
Morgan Clarinda Schauff
Haley Schultz
Sarah Elaine Schweiner*
Gini Scranton*
Natalie Claire Sepic*
Tiffany Heather Sheppard
Ariana Marie Shuaib Santos*
Sheridan Rose Sinnen*
Richard Lee Smith Jr*
Samuel Spain
Grace Elizabeth Spears*
Nicole Stecker

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Morgan Bree Stefanec
Emma Rose Stephens*
Maya Anne Stillman*
Molly Lynn Streubel
Madeline Eun Hei Summers*
Rebecca Swanson
Grace Julia Taber
Payton Caroline Takerian
Ashlynn Rose Tenney*
Rachel Tepfer
Kara R Todd
Mariya Todorova*
Dung My Tran
Jordan Anne Tresemer*
Christopher John Tries
Grace Elizabeth Unger*
Madeline Ann Vadnais*
Elizabth Vargas*
Ava Elizabeth Vaudreuil*
Lucy Mae Velicer
Kristy Alyssa Vigon
Daniella Kamille Viirre*
Karly Walker
LaShung Denise Webb
Kelly Sharon Welz*
Madison Lynn Wienke*
Stacy Lynn Wilbee
Emma Kay Wittmershaus
Carley Marie Wong*
Lauren Katherine Wood
Julia Worzala
Sheryl Zedler
Suad Zidani

JOSEPH J. ZILBER SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Interim Dean Amy Harley
Bachelor of Public Health

Molly Susan Andrea Adams*
Aamina Ali
Kristina Barrett*
Kylie Noelle Friedrich*
Ashley Nicole Gerarden*
Rachel Ann Goochey*
Joseph Michael Jonas*
Lydia May Korthals*
Sonja Michaye Langdon
Yosef Aryeh Meadows*
Ana Nikolic
Ian Antonio Pagan Martinez*
Ishma Ali Rizvi*

Thomas Clayton Scharmach*
Safiya Noor Schaub
Pilar Cari Sharp
Humza Siddiqi*
Phoebe Elizabeth Troeller*
Jenzy Hannah Nkiinzi Walugembe*

HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE
Dean Tina Freiburger
Bachelor of Science

Janey Lynn Anklam
Kalli Ann Aspenson
Molly Lauren Bakrins
Amaya Nicole Barker*
Jamye Aaliyah Batemon
Heather Darlene Bodiford
Nathan James Brown
Robert Eugene Brown*
Sophia Ann Brown*
Brenda Calzada Fernandez
Gabriella Campobasso
Hailie Rae Cash
Brisa Leon Casique
McKenna Marie Chapman*
Angel Christian
Noah Leising Clarke
Caroline Rose Clemens*
Erika Conner
Emma Conrad
Faith Lynn Craft
Colin Crapo
Jenna Nicole Cusack
Tyarra Marie Daniel
Jilian Dawe
Caroline Pamela Degroot*
Katrina Edwards
Gabrielle Anne Ellis*
Olivia Jean Elsbecker*
Sara Kay Endries
Kaylei Michelle Fejes
Noor Tarek Fleifel*
Conner Michael Fox*
Jharrell Frazier
Samuel Edward Gast*
Katie Marie Giebel*
Nicole Helen Goebel*
Dane Louis Hagert*
Danielle Rae Halverson
Jake Dean Hanus
Jenna Ingrid Harendra
Cecilia Ann Heistad-Johnson
Terrika Jenica Henning*
Estefany Hernandez
Eva Arbet Hernandez
Ella M Huss*
Hamzeh Jaber
Lauren Ashley Johnson
Lindsay LeGarde Johnson*
Sara Grace Margaret Johnson*
Eleanor Patterson Johnston*
Danielle Sarah Kaduthodil
Joshua Kaszuba
Shannon Lee Keilwitz
Jacob Reiley King
Grace Margaret Knuteson
Derek John Kolb
Ivana Krasic*
Lindsey Grace Krebs
Erika Sue Kreuser*
Gabriella Kupke
Aimee Elizabeth Lawrenz
Chozon Lee
Pa Zong Lee*
Erica Jane Lenhart*
Emily Rose Linn
Nelliannane Marquez
Celina Martinez
Haley Marie Mattacotti
Hailey Mae Maxwell*
Claudia Mejia
Jennifer Mendez
Lauren Catherine Miller*
Abigail Helen Mindy
Samantha Victoria Miner
Daniela Montes De Oca*
Marisol Morales*
Emiliano Moreno
Melissa Moreno
Daniel Jose Moreno-Chairez Sr
Ryan Steen Munter
Erika Naegele
Giselle Nambo
Lainie Joan Elisabeth Nolan
Nicholas Merrill Nowlan
Alexander Thomas Obermann
Nathan Orosco
Lauren Rae Pahl*
Bailey Douglas Paulson*
Aurea Pedroza
Noah Perkins
William Woodrow Piper
Sydney Pittner

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF
SOCIAL WELFARE

Mara Pivas
Tracy Quin
Ellisa Sapphire jada Reeder
Lydia Rivera
Donna Robinson
Caleb Alan Rogalski
Tatiana Rose
Graceann Rae Rossmiller
Levi Aaron Rutledge III*
Taylor Susan Rynish*
McKenzie Rae Sanchez
Rachel Marie Santellano*
Sicilia Mae Scardina*
Kaycee Ann Schaefer
Abigail Jean Scheer*
Aysha Lyn Schiller*
Emily Lauryn Schmitz
Madeline Aimee Schuch*
Tate Aaron Sehrbrock*
Isabella Terese Sevenich*
Margaret Allison Shaughnessy*
Camille Simmons
J’Breanna Smith
Leslie Michael Sobczak*
Kayla Marie Soto
Mason John Stachowiak*
Zach James Stafford
Regan Kathleen Stephens*
Christina Katherine Szopinski*
Alexis Rose Tessmer
Mieve Thao
Tamia Thomas
Taijai Joseph Timothy
Meghan Todzy
Ariana Ruby Torres Galvan
Luke William Tremmel*
Sherri Underwood
Cassandra Lyn Van Dusen
Ashley Nicole Vargas
Austin James Wallace
Chase River Ward
Samone Washington
Nicholas Stephen Webber*
Alexander Daniel White
Sadie Susan Wolfe*
Der Xiong*
Zachary Isaiah Zabala

*Awarded Commencement Honors
ASSOCIATE DEGREES

COLLEGE OF
GENERAL STUDIES
Dean Simon Bronner
Associate of Arts and Science

Avery Cheryl Anderson
Sam Margaret Belfield
Elizabeth Siri Bjork*
Laura Jo Bohatta
Taliyah Bounds
Anna Rose Braunschweig*
Anna Grace Cantrall
Delandria Clark
Keenan Michael Cook
Timothy Patrick Coughlin Jr
Alexander Vittorio Curry
Brianna Lynn Donahue
Derek Ian Erdmann
Sophia Marie Fyfe
Leah Ann Gall*
Syncer Gardner
Justin Gauger
Rose Grenier
Nicholas Guiliani
Claire Elizabeth Haas*
Trena Hambly*
Austin Douglas Hammond
Kalisha Hang
Mark Andrew Hazelberg
Lexi Ann Hilgart
Ronneria Howell
Kelly Imholte
Canaan Savon Jaramillo
Adell Jewell
Austin J Junk
Joseph Patrick Kahnke
Jacob Henry Kasdorf
Aidan James Kennedy*
Amber E Kennedy*
Alex Jeffrey Kerska
Maranda Lancello
Kaitlyn M. Loomans
Ryan Loughney*
Samuel Malliet-Leonard
Charles Williawam Marek
Rachel Martin
Roberto Carlos Martinez Lopez

Conner Mcfarland
Carly Nicole Meyer*
Alana C Michaels
Leah Jacklyn Moser
Haq Nawaz
Katherine Vo Nguyen*
Blake Jordan Nussbaumer
Caylee Pearson
Megann Pedersen
Juan Penaloza
Caylee Estelle Perez
Gabriel James Pett
Hannah Kathleen Pfaff
Lance Ryan Pieper
Alyssa Pinch
Mariano Pofahl
Christa Darlene Prohl
Francesca Ricchio
Thomas Ricketts*
Esmeralda Rodriguez
Julia Rowe*
Triana Rudd
Alyssa Salveson
Amari Santiago
Grace Anne Sawchuk
Savannah Nicole Schleicher*
Aidan Schroeder*
Amanda Ruth Shuppe
Katherine Marie Sindic
Emma Slotty
Luwisa L Smart
Anna Jean Sorensen*
Samuel Ryan Sosa
Panagiots Spyropoulos*
Nicholas Alfred Stauff
Kristine Steck
Rick Swanson
Avan Tandon
Avantika Tandon
Nicole Tilch
Dana Elizabeth Tremelling*
Katlyn Van Dyken
Katie Ann Van Zeeland*
David Frederick Wagenknecht*
Kayla Walters
Ryan Wegs
Jaiden Olevia Whittemore

Lydia Wirkkula*
Johnathan Wise
Wesley Yumang
Sarah Zelhofer*
Tammy Zelinski*
Jadyn Zywick

*Awarded Commencement Honors
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

A special thank you to the dedicated UWM Volunteers and Staff who made Commencement possible.

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS
Marion Archer  Beth Kucera  Laura Stark
Andrea Azarian  Milena Krstic  Tye Van Dyck
Shiraz Bhatena  Pachoua Lor  Hillary Vara
Jay Blanchett  Cindy Marifke  Gwyn Wallander (lead marshal)
Cleste Clark  Brian Marks  Derek Webb
Therese Crary  Kyle Norris  Nicole Welk-Joerger
Shannon Freire  Gopinath Palanimanickam  Anne Willis
Gayla Jenkins  Victoria Pryor  Susan Wirka
Lynne Jones  Trevor Rogneby  John Yang
Robert Karels  Jim Schmidt
Amanda Keyes  Jessica Schuld

SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS
Pam Conine  Linda Lonning

UWM PHYSICAL PLANT SERVICES STAFF
Andy Dummann  Mike Proell  Steve Wilke
Frank Ferrante  John Stern
Jeff Jordan  Fernando Valdivia-Rivera

UWM POLICE DEPARTMENT
A team of Officers from the UWM Police Department staffed Commencement to ensure a safe and enjoyable event for all. We thank the UWM Police Department for their service.

COMMENCEMENT MANAGEMENT
Tammy Howard, Assistant Secretary of the University
Marissa Steinhofer, Commencement Manager

SECRETARY OF THE UNIVERSITY STAFF:
John Riesel  Louisa Eastman
Carolyn Driscoll  Christine Roberson

CHANCELLOR’S STAFF
Helaine Hickson, Senior Executive Communications, University Relations & Communications

Thank you to those volunteers from the alumni association that worked today’s event.
UWM STAFF VOLUNTEERS

Angela Bonihal      Kathy Heath          Tracey Radloff
Allison Donnelly   Marissa Jablonski   Dominique Smith
Valerie Esser       Jordan Kellogg      Scott Stearns
Cathleen (Cat) Fuller Sara Luelloff  Carolina Svendsen
John Gardner        Shideh Mehr        Sarah Weidner
Alfred Gomez        Erica Olsen         Samantha Westcott
Celestine Guma      Melanie Pare
Maida Hanson

PHOTOGRAPHS
Empire Photography was the official photographer at today’s ceremony.

www.empirephotos.com
608-257-2941
customerservice@empirephotos.com

COMMENCEMENT VIDEO
You may view and download today’s ceremony online at: https://uwm.edu/streamingvideo/commencements/

SOCIAL MEDIA
UWM wants you to share your commencement day. Graduates, family, friends and alumni, connect with us on social media. Tweet us your commencement moments in real time by using the hashtag #uwmggrad. Share your commencement photos on our timeline facebook.com/uwmilwaukee. View all your tweets and photos at uwm.edu.